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ABSTRACT

Automated Construction Site Monitoring:
Multi Vision-based Operational Context Analysis for
Enhancing Earthmoving Productivity
Jinwoo Kim

Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering
The Graduate School of Seoul National University

Construction site monitoring – which is a process of collecting and
analyzing on-site information, and finally evaluating and understanding
project performance such as productivity, safety, quality, and work
progress – is a critical task for successful project management.
Practitioners, in recent years, remotely monitor construction sites by
installing digital cameras and observing video stream data manually.
Since the remote and manual monitoring requires extra time and costs
for processing a large amount of video data, many researchers have
developed computer vision-based algorithms to mimic human vision and
support the demanding monitoring process. However, previous methods
did not fully incorporate unique operational contexts of construction sites
(e.g., practical constraints for camera placement on jobsites, working
vi

patterns of construction objects) although such domain knowledge plays
a critical role in understanding jobsite videos and can enhance the level
of information details and accuracies. Besides, prior works focused on a
single vision-based approach that analyzes visual data collected from
only one video camera, and thus it would not be able to monitor largescale construction sites and obtain all the required on-site information.
In these reasons, it is still challenging to automatically monitor
construction sites precisely and continuously.

To address such challenges, this dissertation aims to propose a multi
vision-based construction site monitoring methodology via operational
context analysis. As the first step towards automated construction site
monitoring, this research focuses on earthmoving productivity
monitoring, which is a major concern for site managers due to its
significant impacts on total project costs and durations. To this end, the
author established and addressed the specific objectives as follows. First,
to find a proper configuration of multi-camera network, this study
understands and identifies practical characteristics of construction sites
via expert interviews and case studies. Second, it presents a single visionbased construction site monitoring framework that extracts fundamental
on-site information involving construction objects (i.e., object types,
local identities, and locations), their individual actions, and interactions
from video stream data. Lastly, multi vision-based on-site information
integration is conducted to combine the results derived from multiple
cameras installed at different locations; it enables to understand
operational performance and work in progress of the entire construction
sites.

To validate the proposed methodology, the author performed
experiments using jobsite videos collected from actual construction sites.
The results demonstrated the potential of the proposed methodology in
capturing key information for construction site monitoring. It was also
found that the operational contexts incorporated in this study have
vii

significant positive impacts on the performance of visual analytics and
jobsite monitoring. Furthermore, the technical expandability of the
proposed methodology was also confirmed through additional
experiments using smartphone built-in sensors such as cameras,
accelerometers, and gyroscopes.

In conclusion, this dissertation proposed the multi vision-based
construction site monitoring methodology that incorporates unique
operational contexts; particularly, the author identified the critical
elements that explain the operational contexts of earthmoving processes.
Also, this research introduced a new methodology that analyzes jobsite
videos collected from multiple cameras installed at different locations,
which is called multi vision-based construction site monitoring; to the
best of the author’s knowledge, this is the first attempt to analyze and
integrate visual analytics derived from multiple cameras in the field of
construction site monitoring. The methodology can contribute to
automated data-driven jobsite monitoring and support project-related
decisions such as cost/time estimation, resource allocation, scheduling,
and work sequence. Thereby, it is also possible to enhance our
understanding on the complex and dynamic natures of construction sites
and processes. In the context of construction automation, the in-depth
understanding on the construction production system can further bring
opportunities to improve operating rules or patterns of unmanned
machinery.

Keywords: Construction management; Construction site monitoring;
Operational contexts; Multi vision-based; Earthmoving productivity;
Computer vision

Student Number: 2014-22699
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Chapter 1.

Introduction

1.1. Research Background
In the 4th Edition of A Guide to the Project Management Body of
Knowledge (Project Management Institute 2008), it is underlined that
“continuous monitoring gives the project management team insight into
the health of the project, and identifies any areas that may require special
attention”. Many practitioners and researchers have also acknowledged
the importance of construction site monitoring, which is a process of
understanding status of complex and dynamic construction sites where
the actual project production occurs (Bohn and Teizer 2010; Ham et al.
2016; Kim et al. 2019b; Seo et al. 2015a; Teizer 2015; Yang et al. 2015a).
This is because, through the continuous monitoring, it is possible to
identify the input resources (e.g., workers, equipment) on sites and
estimate their operational efficiency (e.g., soil quantity excavated per
hour), discover potential risks that can cause safety accidents (e.g.,
unsafe behaviors of workers such as non-hardhat-wearing), and
understand current status of work progress (e.g., schedule delays). By
being aware of the actual performance of jobsites and health of
1

construction projects, project managers can pay special attention and
make proper corrective actions to handle the unexpected events that may
negatively affect the project success; for example, they can decide to
allocate more dump trucks if excavator productivity is much lower than
expected, which makes earthmoving operations ineffective and
inefficient; hazardous objects such as holes on sites can be identified and
removed in advance. This jobsite monitoring and decision-making
process can bring opportunities to enhance operational performance and
accomplish construction projects successfully.
In the past, practitioners have directly visited and monitored
construction sites manually. However, practitioners usually faced a great
difficulty in visiting multiple construction sites at the same time and
monitoring large-scale worksites continuously, and thus they have
attempted to install digital cameras and observe video stream data
remotely. Moreover, since 2016, the Korean Government has encouraged
construction companies to include the costs required to install
surveillance cameras in their jobsite management budgets (Korea
Construction Technology Promotion Act 2016). These industrial and
social demands have led construction companies to be interested in the
remote jobsite monitoring rather than the conventional direct observation.
2

Nonetheless, practitioners and researchers still claimed several salient
shortcomings associated with the remote monitoring methods because
they still need to manually observe and analyze jobsite videos, which is
very labor-intensive, time-consuming, and expensive (Park and Brilakis
2016).

1.2. Problem Statement
To overcome the shortcomings of remote and manual monitoring,
researchers have investigated a computer vision-based system that
automatically analyzes visual data and mimics human vision (Ham et al.
2016; Seo et al. 2015a; Teizer 2015; Yang et al. 2015b), and
demonstrated its high applicability and practicality to construction site
monitoring. However, previous methods did not fully incorporate unique
operational contexts of construction sites (e.g., practical characteristics
to be considered when installing cameras on jobsites, construction
working patterns) although such domain knowledge plays a critical role
in understanding jobsite videos and can enhance the level of information
details and accuracies. Besides, prior works focused on a single visionbased approach that analyzes visual data collected from only one video
camera, and thus it would not be able to monitor large-scale construction
3

sites and obtain all the required on-site information. In these reasons, it
is still challenging to automatically monitor construction sites precisely
and continuously.

1.3. Research Objectives, Scope, and Contributions
To address such challenges, this dissertation aims to propose a multi
vision-based construction site monitoring methodology via operational
context analysis. As the first step towards automated construction site
monitoring, the author focuses on earthmoving productivity monitoring,
which is a major concern for project managers due to its significant
impacts on total project costs and durations. To this end, I develop a
research methodology as illustrated in Figure 1.1, and the specific
objectives are established as follows.



Objective 1: To understand and identify practical characteristics to
be considered when installing multiple cameras and gathering video
stream data for construction site monitoring.



Objective 2: To propose a single vision-based construction site
monitoring framework that extracts important on-site information
such as construction objects (i.e., object types, local identities, and
4

locations), their individual actions, and object-to-object interactions
from a jobsite video.


Objective 3: To present a multi vision-based on-site information
integration method that combines the results of visual analytics from
multiple cameras installed at different locations.

Figure 1.1 Overview of research methodology.

5

This research has the following contributions. First, it identifies the
critical elements that explains unique operational contexts of
construction sites. Second, the author develops a novel technical
methodology that automatically monitors construction sites by
considering the identified operational contexts; to the best of the author’s
knowledge, this is the first attempt to integrate visual analytics derived
from multiple cameras in the field of construction site monitoring. Third,
the methodology can contribute to automated data-driven jobsite
monitoring, and be customized to various monitoring purposes such as
safety assessment, quality management, and progress monitoring. Fourth,
through the automated monitoring, it is also possible to enhance our
understanding on the complex and dynamic natures of construction
processes and environments, e.g., the relationship between earthmoving
production and input resources. Last, in the context of construction
automation, the in-depth understanding on the construction production
system can further bring opportunities to improve operating rules or
patterns of unmanned machinery.

6

1.4. Dissertation Outline
This dissertation is composed of seven chapters and the details of
each chapter are as below.
Chapter 1. Introduction: This chapter covers the background,
problem statement, purpose, contributions, and structure of research.
Chapter 2. Theoretical Background and Related Work: This
chapter provides a comprehensive understanding on construction site
monitoring, and reviews previous works on automated jobsite
monitoring technologies.
Chapter 3. Multi Camera Placement for Construction Site
Monitoring: In this chapter, the author attempts to understand and
identify practical characteristics to be considered when installing
multiple cameras at construction sites via expert interviews and case
studies. The results of this chapter play an important role in gathering
adequate quality of video data for automated construction site
monitoring.
Chapter 4. Single Vision-based Construction Site Monitoring:
This chapter presents a method that captures important on-site
information such as construction objects on sites (i.e., object types, local
7

identities, and locations), their individual actions, and object-to-object
interactions from a single two-dimensional (2D) jobsite video. The
information extraction is conducted independently for all the videos
collected from multiple cameras installed at different locations.
Chapter 5. Multi Vision-based On-site Information Integration:
This chapter aims to integrate the results of visual analytics for
understanding the statues of entire construction sites. To do that, this
study proposes a method that pairs same construction objects that
appear in different cameras by analyzing queueing disciplines of
construction operations.
Chapter 6. Experimental Results and Discussions: In this chapter,
the author performs experiments using video stream data collected from
actual construction sites to validate the proposed methodology. Based on
the experimental results, this chapter discusses key findings, practical
applications, and future research directions in the area of automated
vision-based jobsite monitoring.
Chapter 7. Conclusions: This chapter summarizes achievements,
findings, and contributions of this research.

8

Chapter 2.

Theoretical Background and Related
Work

This chapter provides a comprehensive understanding on
theoretical background for construction site monitoring and reviews
previous works on automated jobsite monitoring technologies.

2.1.

Construction

Site

Monitoring:

Earthmoving

Operations and Productivity
Construction site monitoring can be viewed as a process of
understanding a series of construction activities involving construction
objects (e.g., workers, equipment), their individual actions (e.g., moving,
stopping), and object-to-object interactions (e.g., excavators load soil to
dump trucks) (Figure 2.1) (Halpin and Riggs 1992; Jung et al. 2018;
Marzouk et al. 2003; Shi 1999; Smith et al. 1995).

9

Figure 2.1 Concept for elements of construction sites and activities.

As shown in Figure 2.1, this point of view can be also applied to
earthmoving operations (Jabri and Zayed 2017; Vahdatikhaki et al. 2017).
Excavators and dump trucks are one of the most critical construction
objects because they have outstanding abilities to excavate and transport
soil, which are necessary to complete earthmoving projects (Alshibani
and Osama 2016; Ibrahim and Moselhi 2014; Salem and Moselhi 2018).
Figure 2.2 further shows the activities and individual actions of
10

excavators according to their production statues. During the operational
processes, excavators can undertake one of individual actions of
‘digging’, ‘hauling’, ‘dumping’, ‘swinging’, ‘moving’, and ‘stopping’
(Marzouk and Moselhi 2002; Montaser et al. 2014). Particularly, they are
working under the cycle of four different actions of ‘digging’, ‘hauling’,
‘dumping’, and ‘swinging’ in the cases of ‘loading’ and ‘soil-managing’
activities; it indicates that excavators can be either productive or semiproductive. To classify those two cases, it is needed to understand the
interactions with dump trucks. It is because excavators interact with
dump trucks for ‘loading’ soil or work alone for preparing the next
loading activity, i.e., ‘soil-managing’. On the other hand, excavators are
‘moving’ alone when ‘traveling’ to other positions such as other working
areas or parking stations, which is another type of semi-productive
statues. When excavators are carrying out none of ‘loading’, ‘soilmanaging’, and ‘traveling’, it can be interpreted that they are ‘idling’
with ‘stopping’ actions. This unproductive status usually occurs if they
need to wait for dump trucks’ arrivals at loading worksites.

11

Figure 2.2 Production statues, activities, and individual actions of
excavators.

In the meantime, dump trucks mainly move to deliver soil from one
site to the other. For that purpose, dump trucks generally travel into
earthmoving sites, wait for their soil-filling order, receive soil from
excavators, and travel out from the worksites in sequence (Akhavian and
Behzadan 2013; Marzouk et al. 2003; Montaser et al. 2012; Montaser
and Moselhi 2014). Their production statues, activities, and individual
actions are illustrated in Figure 2.3. In this process, two types of
12

individual actions are undertaken: ‘moving’ and ‘stopping’ (Lin et al.
2011; Montaser et al. 2014; Montaser and Moselhi 2014; Zhang et al.
2018c). They take ‘moving’ actions for ‘traveling’ to loading sites and
dumping sites, which are productive statues (Montaser et al. 2014; Zhang
et al. 2018c). After arriving at loading sites, they can take ‘stopping’
actions in the both cases of ‘loading’ and ‘idling’ activities (Lin et al.
2011; Montaser and Moselhi 2014). To be specific, dump trucks are
‘loading’ by filling soil from excavators with ‘stopping’ actions.
However, dump trucks may also carry out ‘stopping’ actions when its
activity status shifts to ‘idling’; this could happen when they should wait
for the next soil-filling order if other excavators and dump trucks are
busy, i.e., interacting. This implies that the ‘stopping’ motion of dump
trucks may occasionally indicate ‘idling’ status instead of ‘loading’; in
other words, one crucial nature of dump truck’s operations is that their
‘stopping’ actions can be both productive and non-productive according
to the interactions with excavators.

13

Figure 2.3 Production statues, activities, and individual actions of dump
trucks.

Based on the theoretical background, the author reviewed additional
literature to investigate how to define and measure earthmoving
productivity in practice. In Korea, for example, Ministry of Land,
Infrastructure, and Transport and Korea Institute of Civil Engineering
and Building Technology have annually released the standard of estimate
for construction project from 2005 (Korea Institute of Civil Engineering
and Building Technology 2019), which provides the fundamental and
standard information about the average input resources (e.g., the number
14

of workers and equipment, operation hours on jobsites) required to
complete a unit amount of specific construction tasks including
earthmoving operations. This report is commonly used in practice for
various project management tasks (e.g., project time/cost estimation and
scheduling), and it also explains a way to measure production rates of
construction resources including excavators and dump trucks. Moreover,
a traditional academic handbook written by Peurifoy et al. (2018), which
is firstly published in 1956 and updated consistently, also provides a
method to estimate and understand operational productivity of
construction equipment. The handbook also introduced common critical
factors affecting equipment performance based on the findings of
previous studies including academic papers and field tests; for example,
soil strengths have considerable impacts on excavators’ bucket factors
and cycle time. The mathematical equations for the productivity
measurement of those two literature are presented in Table 2.1 and Table
2.2. The productivity of both excavators and dump trucks is defined as
the ratio of the operating time to the soil amount that was excavated and
loaded. The soil amount, in practice, is simply calculated by multiplying
the number of dump trucks loaded (or the number of loading cycles) and
their filling capacity. The operating time, i.e., production statues,
15

activities, and individual actions, can be divided in detail as shown in
Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3.

16

Table 2.1 Productivity estimation methods for excavators.
Excavators
Standard of

=

Estimate for
Construction
Project
(2019)

where

3,600 ∙

∙

∙

is hourly production,

capacity,

∙
indicates bucket

denotes bucket fill factor,

volume correction factor,
on worksites, and

means

implies work efficiency
is cycle time in seconds

composed of digging, hauling, dumping, and
swinging.
Peurifoy et al.
(2018)
where

=

capacity,

3,600 ∙

∙

∙(

: )

×

60 min hr

×

1

is hourly production, Q indicates bucket
denotes bucket fill factor,

:

means

angle of swing and depth (height) of cut correction,
implies work efficiency on a certain worksite, and
is cycle time in seconds composed of digging, hauling,
dumping, and swinging.
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Table 2.2 Productivity estimation methods for dump trucks.
Dump trucks
Standard of

=

Estimate for
Construction
Project
(2019)

where
capacity,

60 ∙

∙

∙

is hourly production,

indicates truck

means volume correction factor,

implies work efficiency on worksites, and

is cycle

time in minutes composed of loading, traveling,
dumping, and returning.
Peurifoy et al.

P=

(2018)
where
capacity,

60 ∙

∙

is hourly production, Q indicates bucket
implies direct work rate, and

is cycle

time in minutes composed of loading, traveling,
dumping, and returning.
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2.2. Automated Construction Site Monitoring
2.2.1. Internet-of-Things-based System
For the purpose of automated construction site monitoring,
researchers have made extensive efforts to develop and examine various
technologies that automatically analyze and record on-site information.
One of the most popular systems is an Internet-of-Things-based (IoTbased) approach. The IoT-based systems involve attaching electronic
sensors to target objects and/or their components, collecting continuous
point locations of the sensors, and analyzing the physical motions of the
objects, e.g., velocity, acceleration, and orientation. In the beginning,
researchers employed the location-based IoT sensors such as global
positioning systems (GPS), radio frequency identification (RFID), and
ultra-wideband (UWB) for understanding construction operations and
resources. Pradhananga and Teizer (2013), for example, presented a
GPS-based monitoring system that predicts production statues of heavy
equipment using their sequential locations and pre-defined site-layout
information (e.g., working zones, traveling zones). Akhavian and
Behzadan (2014) adapted the similar method to evaluate operational
efficiency of earthmoving equipment using GPS data. Based on the GPSbased equipment monitoring, Alshibani and Osama (2016) measured
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earthmoving productivity and forecasted total project costs and durations,
and Pradhananga and Teizer (2015) further integrated the results of GPS
data analysis with a construction process simulation model for
productivity monitoring. Song et al. (2006) suggested a method that
identifies and tracks individual pipe spools by developing RFID
environments on jobsites. Montaser and Moselhi (2014) also adapted a
RFID technology to detect arrival and departure times of dump trucks
for monitoring work in progress of earthmoving operations. Cheng et al.
(2013) used UWB to identify activity types of construction workers
based on their movements (e.g., velocity) and the site-layout information.
To obtain more detailed information about construction objects, Zhang
et al. (2012) attached multiple UWB sensors to crane equipment,
analyzed their spatial constraints, and estimated the three-dimensional
postures; such multi sensor-based pose estimation was further extended
to another types of construction equipment, i.e., excavators in
Vahdatikhaki et al. (2015).
Since the location-based systems have limitations in providing
detailed on-site information, the motion-capturing sensors have drawn
attention from researchers for construction site monitoring. Joshua and
Varghese (2011), for instance, employed accelerometer sensors to
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classify activity types of masonry workers. Ahn et al. (2015) also tested
the applicability of accelerometers to construction equipment activity
recognition and productivity measurement. Akhavian and Behzadan
(2015) utilized various types of smartphone built-in sensors (i.e.,
accelerometers, gyroscope, and GPS) to recognize earthmoving
equipment activities by analyzing their multi-dimensional motions, i.e.,
accelerations, orientations, and locations. This data fusion approach was
further applied to construction worker activity recognition in the authors’
other study (Akhavian and Behzadan 2016). Kim et al. (2018a) also
proposed a smartphone-based reasoning method that categorizes detailed
actions of earthmoving excavators to measure their cycle time. Ibrahim
and Moselhi (2014) and Salem and Moselhi (2018) designed data fusion
approaches that automatically assess and evaluate earthmoving
productivity by interpreting multi-dimensional data collected from
different types of IoT sensors, i.e., GPS, accelerometers, soil moisture
detector, and weigh-loading estimators. Rashid and Louis (2019),
recently, exploited various data augmentation techniques to generate
synthetic time-series sensor data and train a more powerful activity
classification model. Meanwhile, the applicability of motion-capturing
sensors was also examined to safety monitoring on construction sites.
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Cheng et al. (2012) combined UWB sensors and physiological status
monitoring technologies to detect workers’ unsafe behaviors, i.e.,
awkward bending postures. A method presented in (Nath et al. 2017) was
able to capture workers’ body postures and analyzing their ergonomic
conditions and safety risks using smartphone sensors. Yang et al. (2016b)
tested the feasibility of inertial measurement unit (IMU) devices, which
are composed of accelerometers and gyroscopes, to near-miss fall
detection of ironworkers. They further proposed an IMU-based
collective sensing approach that detects workers’ gait abnormalities for
on-site hazard identification. Similarly, Kim et al. (2017) also presented
a human-environment interaction analysis framework that attaches IMU
sensors to workers, analyzes their body responses-to-environments, and
identifies safety hazards in surrounding environments.
Despite the extensive efforts and successful achievements, there are
some practical issues that limits the applications of IoT systems. For
example, IoT sensors should be tagged for every construction workers,
equipment, and materials. This requirement can hinder the applications
in large-scale and congested construction sites where a large number of
construction objects exist (Park and Brilakis 2012), and it would be not
possible to attach IoT sensors to some construction equipment/tools and
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materials, e.g., jack hammers, concrete cutting saw, and structures
(Cheng et al. 2017). Considering the fact that most equipment is usually
rented and construction resources frequently vary from phase to phase,
this issue becomes more problematic due to repeated installation and
removal tasks.

2.2.2. Computer Vision-based System
As an alternative, a computer vision-based system, which captures
useful and effective on-site information from visual data, has received
substantial attention from many researchers due to its economic benefits
and analysis efficiency. In the early stages, researchers focused on
applying underpinning vision-based methods and examining their
applicability to construction sites. Chi et al. (2009), for instance,
employed spatial modeling and image matching algorithms for
localizing construction workers in laboratory environments. Park and
Brilakis (2012) used a background subtraction method to detect
construction workers from actual jobsite videos. Chi and Caldas (2011)
further tested the applicability of machine learning-based classifiers (e.g.,
neural networks) to classification of various construction resources such
as workers, steer loaders, and backhoes. Since a core algorithm of the
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abovementioned methods was based on change detection in sequential
images, it had a difficulty in localizing static objects that have little
spatio-temporal changes, e.g., locations and visual appearances. To
overcome such limitation, other studies utilized a sliding-window
approach that has an ability to capture both static and moving
construction objects from still images. The method by Azar and McCabe
(2012a) was integrated with the sliding-window technique and
histogram-of-oriented gradients (HOG), and it was capable of
recognizing dump trucks whether they are stopping or moving on
earthmoving sites. The authors also presented the similar approach to
localize hydraulic excavators, which are usually standing still on the
same position (Azar and McCabe 2012b). In another study (Memarzadeh
et al. 2013), diverse construction objects such as workers, excavators,
and dump trucks were detected all together using the sliding-window
method and a multi-classification model.
In addition to object detection, construction object tracking has also
drawn much attention in academia since it can provide sequential
information about objects’ locations and trajectories, which are crucial
for understanding on-site performance and work in progress. Several
studies employed different visual tracking algorithms (e.g., mean-shift
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tracking, Bayesian contour tracking, active contour tracking, and graphcut tracking) and performed comparative analyses of their performance
on localizing a single construction object (Brilakis et al. 2011; Park et al.
2011; Teizer and Vela 2009). Yang et al. (2010) further combined a
spatial-color model into the previous tracking algorithms for scanning
multiple construction workers. Besides, other researchers explored a way
to detect and handle occlusions, which are major causes of tracking
failures. Zhu et al. (2016) made efforts to address the tracking failures by
occlusions using particle filtering algorithms. Park and Brilakis (2016)
and Zhu et al. (2017) integrated a detector and a tracker for
counterbalancing their strengths and weaknesses. The functional
integration was further enhanced by Kim and Chi (2017). They
combined online learning algorithms that generate training data from
testing data in real time in order to adapt a detector to jobsite-specific
occlusions. Such an adaptive tracking algorithm was also tested in
another study (Konstantinou et al. 2019).
Based on the validated vision-based technologies and findings of
the existing studies, researchers have attempted to extract contextual
information of construction operations and resources for the purpose of
productivity and safety analysis. For example, Zou and Kim (2007)
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analyzed idle time of a hydraulic excavator by using a color space and
classifying its working statues (e.g., working, traveling, and idling).
Gong and Caldas (2010) developed a method that detects concrete
buckets and tracks their movements for analyzing the cycle time of
concrete pouring activities. The method by Yang et al. (2014) also
inferred operation types of concrete pouring of a tower crane (e.g.,
concrete loading, returning) using site-layout information and an action
transition probability model. Gong et al. (2011) analyzed the spatiotemporal features of construction resources (e.g., trajectory, motion, and
visual appearances) and categorized their individual actions (e.g.,
traveling, material-handling). The spatio-temporal contexts were also
examined in other studies; the spatio-temporal features of construction
resources were trained with a support vector machine classifier for
recognizing their individual actions (Golparvar-Fard et al. 2013; Yang et
al. 2016a) and the spatial constraints of the deformable parts of
excavators (e.g., bucket, stick, and boom) were also interpreted for
understanding their kinematic postures (Soltani et al. 2017). Azar et al.
(2013) considered co-existence and distance between an excavator and a
dump truck to detect their interacting loading activities. Since their
method focused on a single couple of an excavator and a dump truck,
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Kim et al. (2018c) proposed an activity identification framework that is
able to recognize operation types of multiple equipment. In Bügler et al.
(2017), the presented method had an ability to automatically estimate the
productivity of earthmoving operations through three-dimensional (3D)
jobsite modeling and video analysis.
Regarding the safety management, Chi and Caldas (2012)
developed an image-based safety assessment method for surface mining
and earthmoving activities. The method tracked locations of
earthmoving equipment and assessed spatial risks based on their
movements (e.g., speed and proximity) and safety rules (e.g., speed limit).
In addition to the risk assessment, Kim et al. (2016) combined a fuzzy
inference model to support rapid risk-awareness of construction workers
who are the major victim of safety accidents. The vision-based
monitoring was also adapted for understanding unsafe behaviors and
postures of construction workers. Han et al. (2013) tested the
applicability of Red-Green-Blue Depth (RGB-D) sensors on motion
capture and action recognition of construction workers. Building on the
motion analysis, the research team developed a RGB-D sensor-based
method that detects unsafe actions of construction workers. They also
assessed the effectiveness of various motion features (e.g., rotation angle,
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joint angle, position, and movement direction) to the classification of
unsafe actions (Han et al. 2014). Such human behavior analysis was also
addressed for posture and ergonomic analysis of construction workers.
Seo et al. (2015b) analyzed the motion information for biomechanical
analysis when a construction worker is conducting a lifting task, which
is a one of the most physically demanding activities. Yan et al. (2017)
developed an ergonomic posture recognition technique for ergonomic
hazard monitoring and assessment. The method captured human’s 2D
skeleton motions, assessed their physical demands, and recognized
awkward postures. The authors further improved the previous method
with 3D skeleton motion learning and analysis in the other study (Zhang
et al. 2018b). Since personal protection equipment (PPE) is also a major
signal for workers’ unsafe behaviors, Park et al. (2015) presented a
vision-based framework that automatically detects hardhat-wearing
states of construction workers.
Despite the comprehensive efforts and promising results, significant
research opportunities remain to be addressed in the field of vision-based
monitoring systems because of remarkable advances in computer vision
techniques. In recent years, those who have been working in the areas of
computer vision and pattern recognition have demonstrated that deep
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learning-based approaches outperform traditional machine learning
methods (e.g., support vector machines, linear regression, and the nearest
neighbor models) for image classification (Krizhevsky et al. 2012),
object detection and tracking (Ren et al. 2017), and action/activity
recognition (Donahue et al. 2017). This is because the sophisticated
neural networks, such as Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) and
Recurrent Neural Networks, have great abilities to represent complex
relationships between input data (e.g., images) and output inferences
(e.g., object classes). Such advances have also helped researchers to
develop more reliable vision-based techniques, which are now available
to dynamic and complex construction sites. Fang et al. (2018e) and Kim
et al. (2018b) applied a region-based CNN for detecting construction
workers and equipment, and Son et al. (2019) used deep residual
networks to localize construction workers with varying postures. The
results of these studies showed the applicability of CNN models to
various types of construction resources (e.g., workers, excavators, dump
trucks, and rollers) and their robustness to the main causes of the
performance deviations of vision-based analysis (e.g., scale deviations,
illumination effects, and various viewpoints).
These findings led construction researchers to further investigate
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deep learning techniques for automated productivity and safety
monitoring. Kim et al. (2018a), for example, integrated CNN-based
equipment detection results and a construction process simulation model
for estimating earthmoving productivity. The research team also
proposed a method that infers activity durations of dump trucks by
recognizing their license plates at the entrance and exit in jobsites (Kim
et al. 2019a). To obtain detailed operational statues of construction
resources, Kim and Chi (2019) built a hybrid CNN-DLSTM model that
analyzes sequential working patterns (i.e., visual features and operation
cycles) and classifies individual actions of heavy equipment. Roberts and
Golparvar-Fard (2019) also integrated a CNN and a hidden markov
model for action recognition purposes. On the other hand, Luo et al.
(2018a) extended a Visual Geometry Group networks with 16 layers to
recognize activities of a construction worker in still images. Luo et al.
(2018b) developed an action recognition method by combining CNNs
and relevance networks that analyze the types of construction resources
(i.e., workers, equipment, and materials) and their spatial interactions
(e.g., object types, size, and distance) in still images. To further
understand the in-depth interactions between construction objects, Cai et
al. (2019) proposed a two-stream LSTM method that can learn and
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analyze their positional and attentional aspects. Luo et al. (2018c) tested
the performance of two-stream CNNs on automated work sampling of
construction workers. Such action recognition and work sampling
methods were further improved in another study (Luo et al. 2018d); they
enhanced the previous action recognition and work sampling methods to
more practical and applicable vision systems, which are available to farfield surveillance videos with comparatively low resolutions.
Meanwhile, many studies have also examined deep learning-based
approaches to construction safety monitoring. Since the spatial safety
risks are one of the most important issues to be addressed, Son et al.
(2019b) developed a real-time alarming system that detects construction
workers and equipment and analyze their collision risks based on the
physical proximity. Yan et al. (2019) also suggested a construction
crowdedness estimation method for understanding the level of spatial
safety risks in harsh construction environments. Other researchers
investigated vision-based method that analyzes unsafe behaviors and
ergonomic risks of construction workers. Similar to the aforementioned
study (Park et al. 2015), Fang et al. (2018b) also adapted a two-step
object detection framework to automatically check hardhat-wearing
states of construction workers from low resolution images; it firstly
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detected a construction worker, and then scanned a hardhat within the
bounding boxes of the detected workers. This two-step method was
further extended not only to detect other types of PPEs-wearing states
such as safety harness (Fang et al. 2018d) and anchorage (Fang et al.
2018a) but also to monitor work-certificate states (e.g., a worker who is
driving an excavator without a professional license) (Fang et al. 2018c).
For more detailed analysis, Ding et al. (2018) proposed a hybrid deep
learning model composed of CNNs and Long Short Term Memory to
capture workers’ unsafe behaviors when performing a specific
construction task, i.e., climbing ladders. Fang et al. (2019) employed a
mask-level CNN to detect construction workers who are traversing
structural support for the purpose of mitigating falls from height. Yu et
al. (2019c) investigated a vision-based tool that recognizes 3D
coordinates of workers’ joints and evaluates ergonomic risk scores. The
authors also combined the vision-based method with smart insoles to
further analyze external forces, e.g., hand loads and ground reaction (Yu
et al. 2019a). Building on such technical approaches, (Yu et al. 2019b)
eventually designed a joint-level fatigue assessment model that
comprehensively considers 3D joint angles, external forces, and their
physical interactions.
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Even though the earlier works have shown the successful
applications and achievement for vision-based construction monitoring
systems, it is still challenging to monitor construction operations and
resources precisely and continuously. It is because they focused on a
single vision-based approach that analyzes image data collected from
only one camera. It indicates that previous methods cannot cover the
whole areas of a large-scale construction site and monitor construction
resources out of a single camera’s limited FOV. In this reason, a multi
vision-based approach, which installs multiple cameras at jobsites and
analyzes a set of video streams simultaneously, has attracted attention in
the area of vision-based construction monitoring.
In this regard, researchers primarily explored how and where to
install multiple cameras at a complex and dynamic construction
environments. Albahri and Hammad (2017), for instance, proposed a
simulation-based camera placement optimization method using Building
Information Modeling (BIM). Since BIM would not be available in some
construction projects, Yang et al. (2018) presented a manual site scene
modeling process, and integrated it with a genetic algorithm for finding
the optimal solutions of camera placement. Zhang et al. (2019) also
adapted the optimization framework for safety monitoring purposes in
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metro station construction projects. To improve the practicality of
existing methods and provide site-customized camera network
alternatives, Kim et al. (2019b) proposed a systematic framework that
incorporates practical characteristics and spatial-contextual weights of
construction sites such as power supply, data transmissibility, and regionof-interests.
As well, researchers made efforts to analyze stereo vision images
and integrate information obtained from different cameras. Park et al.
(2012) proposed a stereo vision-based tracking methodology that detects
a construction resource and interprets its 3D trajectory. The methodology
consisted of the camera calibration and pose estimation, 2D object
tracking, and 3D triangulation. Yuan et al. (2017) also followed the
similar methodology but customized it to 3D tracking of deformable
nodes of an excavator (i.e., bucket, stick, and boom) and kinematic
posture recognition. Similar to Yuan et al. (2017), Soltani et al. (2018)
developed a stereo vision-based method that detects deformable parts of
an excavator and estimated its detailed 3D postures (e.g., angle between
a bucket and a stick). In another study (Zhang et al. 2018a), a
combinatorial optimization algorithm was adapted to pair same workers
and equipment observed in two different cameras based on their visual
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features (e.g., colors) and spatial relationships (e.g., 3D locations). On
the other hand, researchers have attempted to analyze human skeleton
and their physical demands since work-related musculoskeletal disorder
is one of the major health issues in construction. The method proposed
by Han and Lee (2013), for instance, captured 3D skeleton and motional
information of a construction worker. Liu et al. (2016) combined the
body joint tracking algorithm into the 3D skeleton extraction for
temporal ergonomic analysis. Seo et al. (2017) also examined the
performance of stereo vision cameras for the use of the skeleton
extraction and body kinematic measurement. However, because the prior
methods were only applicable to the single object tracking and behavior
analysis, Konstantinou and Brilakis (2018) and Lee and Park (2019)
investigated the multiple object tracking algorithms with additional
considerations of geometric constraints (e.g., epipolar lines), motional
information (e.g., velocity differences, distance ratio), and object
templates (e.g., visual similarity between detected objects).
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2.3. Limitations of Existing Studies
Figure 2.4 summarizes a process of construction site monitoring.
Practitioners, in the past, have visited construction sites, collected on-site
information, and integrated the information collected. These manual
processes can be automated by installing multiple cameras at jobsites,
analyzing on-site information (i.e., construction objects, individual
actions, and interactions) from a single video, and integrating the results
derived from multiple cameras installed at different locations. Existing
studies has developed a number of computer vision techniques and
demonstrated the promising results in the field of automated jobsite
monitoring. However, most of the previous approaches concentrated on
a single vision-based monitoring that would not be available to a largescale of construction sites due to limited FOV of a single camera.
Furthermore, the prior vision systems did not fully incorporate unique
operational contexts of construction sites such as camera placement
conditions and equipment’s working patterns. To address the drawbacks,
this dissertation aims to propose a multi vision-based construction site
monitoring methodology via operational context analysis (Figure 1.1 and
Figure 2.4). Detailed explanations for each process are given in the
following chapters.
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Figure 2.4 Process of manual and automated construction site monitoring.
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Chapter 3.

Multi Camera Placement for

Construction Site Monitoring1

This chapter investigates multi camera placement to find a proper
configuration of camera network on construction sites and to gather
adequate quality of visual data for jobsite monitoring. According to the
author’s interviews with construction experts who had several
experiences in installing digital cameras on jobsites, it was observed that
practitioners generally carry out camera placement based on their
knowledge or experiences rather than systematic guidelines. Their
decisions occasionally come with the acceptable performance of visionbased jobsite monitoring (in term of information accuracy and total
costs), but they often face difficulties in installing multiple cameras due
to unique conditions to be considered in a given complex construction
site: for example, power supply, data transmissibility, and construction

1

This chapter is adopted from the following research paper.

Kim, J., Ham, Y., Chung, Y., and Chi, S. (2019) “Systematic Camera Placement
Framework for Operation-Level Visual Monitoring on Construction Jobsites.” Journal
of Construction Engineering and Management, 145(4), 04019019.
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processes. Those natures make the manual process of camera placement
time-consuming and labor-intensive, and may cause performance
deviations of vision-based monitoring. For instance, actual coverage of
installed cameras would be different from project managers’ expectation;
as such, target monitoring objects (e.g., heavy equipment) is often
invisible from the installed cameras. In this regard, a question could arise
as to whether certain camera placement and its obtainable information is
the best for vision-based monitoring in a given construction site. To
address this issue, many researchers in academia have extensively
studied the Art Gallery Problem – which is a well-documented open
research challenge in finding the optimum sensor network design under
given constraints – for optimizing camera placement in buildings and
urban areas (Altahir et al. 2017; Hörster and Lienhart 2006; Nguyen and
Bhanu 2011; Zhao et al. 2013).
Although these early studies provide an encouraging proof-ofconcept in supporting the camera placement decisions, they have
primarily focused on the camera placement in relatively organized
environments (e.g., building/urban areas with power accessibility) for
security/traffic monitoring. In this reason, there is a lack of
understanding practical characteristics to be considered when installing
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multiple cameras on construction sites for vision-based monitoring
purposes. Thus, it is still challenging to find a proper camera
configuration considering various unique conditions of complex
construction sites (e.g., power accessibility, facilities, and equipment’s
working patterns), and it has limited the applicability of existing visionbased systems for automated jobsite monitoring. To fill such knowledge
gap, this research discovers important characteristics of construction
sites to be considered for vision-based monitoring. To do that, the author
conducted expert interviews and case studies on actual construction sites,
and detailed explanations are given in the following sections.

3.1. Understanding and Identification of Practical
Characteristics

for

Multi

Camera

Placement

on

Construction Sites
The author carried out the face-to-face and semi-structured expert
interviews one-by-one until information saturation is observed in the
same manner with previous interview-driven studies including Biggs et
al. (2013) and Zhang et al. (2017). For the interviewee selection,
convenience sampling and snowball sampling methods were used
(Auerbach and Silverstein 2003). As a result, a total of 12 experts were
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interviewed in accordance with their organization types (i.e.,
construction firms, camera installation firms, and research institutes),
position and duty, and professional experiences (Table 3.1). Among the
12 interviewees, eight experts had experiences in installing cameras on
construction jobsites. In the case of construction experts, most of
interviewees were engaged in different construction project types (i.e.,
road construction, new-town development, factory construction, office
building, and residential building) allowing to avoid sampling bias and
reflect various jobsite characteristics. Three of them had experiences in
developing camera networks for monitoring construction sites. Three
project managers and three assistant managers had worked in the
construction industry more than twenty and five years respectively. In
addition, total four of camera network designers and installation
engineers were interviewed to identify camera-related issues in jobsites.
Since they had designed and installed cameras at least for 10 years and
all of them had experiences in installing cameras on construction jobsites,
it was expected to derive important issues for camera placement. Lastly,
the author interviewed two visual data analysts. While the both
interviewees had experiences more than 5 years, they were from different
domains: construction jobsite monitoring and computer vision. The
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jobsite monitoring expert had experiences in developing camera
networks on actual construction jobsites.
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Table 3.1 Interviewee descriptions.
Interviewee

Organization
type

Position and duty

Construction
firms

Project manager /
Road construction project
Project manager /
New-town development project
Project manager /
Factory construction project
Assistant manager /
Factory construction project
Assistant manager /
Office building project
Assistant manager /
Residential building project

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Camera
installation
firms

10
11
12

Research
institutes

Professional
experience

Camera installation experience on
construction jobsites

More than 20 years

Yes

More than 20 years

No

More than 20 years

Yes

More than 5 years

No

More than 5 years

Yes

More than 5 years

No

Camera network designer

More than 15 years

Yes

Camera network designer

More than 10 years

Yes

Camera installation engineer

More than 15 years

Yes

Camera installation engineer

More than 10 years

Yes

More than 5 years

Yes

More than 5 years

No

Visual data analyst for
jobsite monitoring
Visual data analyst for
computer vision
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The interview results are summarized in Table 3.2. There were four
major vision-based monitoring determinants: vision-based monitoring
purposes, visible coverage, total costs, and installable locations. Each
determinant could be explained with several influencing factors, and
each influencing factor is then subdivided into specific placement
conditions of camera network and jobsite. First, all the interviewees
mentioned that the vision-based monitoring purposes should be clearly
defined by construction managers for planning camera placement on
earthmoving jobsites. According to six construction experts, the visionbased monitoring purposes could be decomposed into two main
influencing factors: construction operations and on-site logistics. They
pointed out the construction operations as the primary monitoring
purpose, and therefore jobsite camera networks are expected to cover
working zones; in the case of earthmoving sites, working zones can be
replaced with loading zones as shown in Figure 3.1. It is because longsequence videos recorded from working zones can provide project
managers with operation-level information of construction objects (e.g.,
the number of input resources, production statues). The on-site logistics
(i.e., resource-flows) also raised attention from three experts due to its
significant impacts on construction activity planning and coordination.
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They suggested two main coverage areas for monitoring the on-site
logistics: traveling zones and queueing zones (Figure 3.1). By
interpreting videos from the two areas, it is capable of identifying
locations and durations of semi-productive and non-productive activities
of certain resources; for example, dump trucks are ‘traveling’ and ‘idling’
within those two areas and their queue length, which is a major indicator
representing the operational efficiency, can be also inferred from the
videos. Second, visible coverage of installed cameras was selected as a
key determinant to evaluate the performance of camera networks since it
is a primary requirement to extract on-site information. Especially,
camera network designers and visual data analysts clarified that the
visible coverage is determined by two influencing factors: total coverage
with/without occlusions. The total coverage without occlusions can be
further subdivided into types and number of cameras to be installed. In
the meantime, all the interviewees had consistent opinions that
occlusions should be kindly considered. The two visual data analysts and
three construction managers highlighted effects of static occlusions
caused by facilities or long-term-standing equipment. This is because
static occlusions could continually not only decrease visual data quality
but also bring negative impacts on vision-based monitoring (e.g., the
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case that construction operations are invisible from cameras in longterm). In this context, locations and orientations of cameras should be
well-decided considering major occlusion causes in jobsites such as
facilities (e.g., management offices) and long-term-standing equipment
(e.g., tower cranes).
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Table 3.2 List of vision-based monitoring determinants, influencing factors, and camera placement conditions on
construction sites.
Camera placement condition

Vision-based
monitoring
determinant

Influencing factor

Productivity
monitoring
purposes

Construction
operations
On-site logistics

Visible coverage

Total coverage
without occlusions
Occlusions

Total costs

Installable
locations

Description

Camera network
condition

Jobsite condition

Purchasing costs

Understanding operational performance of
construction objects
Identifying resource-flows for activity planning
and coordination
Total coverage of installed cameras without
occlusion effects
A major cause in decreasing the visible coverage
and interrupting vision-based monitoring tasks
Costs for installing cameras at
certain locations
Cost for purchasing cameras

Workflow
disturbance

Physical intervention in construction operations
and on-site logistics

Power accessibility

Availability to activate cameras continuously

Camera locations

Semi-permanent facilities
Permanent facilities
Loading zones
Traveling zones
Queueing zones
Temporary facilities
Locations of power suppliers

Data transmissibility

Availability to transfer and save
visual data in storage

Camera locations

Transmitter locations

Installation costs
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Working zones
Traveling zones
Queueing zones
Number of cameras
Camera types
Camera locations
Camera orientations
Number of cameras
Camera locations
Camera types
Number of cameras
Camera locations

Facilities
Long-term-standing equipment
Facilities

Figure 3.1 Examples of important areas for productivity monitoring on
earthmoving sites.
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Third, total costs for jobsite camera networks was mainly discussed
by industry experts. Obviously, all the construction experts had
expectations to install cameras with the minimized total costs less than
limited budgets. The total costs are composed of installation cost and
purchasing cost of cameras. The camera installation engineers described
that the installation fees are derived with two camera network conditions:
number of installations (i.e., cameras) and camera locations. It was
notable that the installation fees can increase when additional apparatus
(e.g., brackets, supports, power generators) or labor input are required to
install cameras; reversely, it can be avoided or reduced if possible to
easily install cameras at facilities without extra apparatus. Last,
construction experts and camera experts regarded installable locations of
cameras as an important vision-based monitoring determinant. All the
construction experts asserted that installed cameras should not disturb
construction workflows: for example, movements of dump trucks within
traveling zones and queueing zones. In this regard, they further suggested
boundaries of semi-permanent or permanent facilities (e.g., fences, longterm standing equipment, management offices) as installable locations
(Figure 3.2). They also assigned working zones (i.e., loading zones),
traveling zones, queueing zones, and temporary facilities (e.g.,
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temporary supports to be transported or assembled shortly) to noninstallable locations. Technical factors such as power accessibility and
data transmissibility were also considered by camera installation firms.
The two influencing factors can be explained with locations of cameras,
power suppliers, and transmitters.

Figure 3.2 Examples of camera installable and non-installable locations
on earthmoving sites.

Through the extensive interview, the author was capable of
understanding and deriving important visual monitoring determinants,
influencing factors, and camera placement conditions on construction
jobsites as summarized in Table 3.2. Based on the findings, this research
performed the case studies to validate and improve the derived results,
which is described in the next section.
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3.2. Case Study for Evaluating Practicality of Interview
Results and Deriving Hidden Aspects
To evaluate the practicality of the results derived from the expert
interviews, the case studies on actual two different construction sites
were examined. As well, the author also expected to further extract
hidden aspects that would not be addressed in the top-down approach,
i.e., expert interviews.
Case Study I: Figure 3.3(a) illustrates the actual site-layout of the
construction site where the first case study was carried out. The
construction project had proceeded to extend an existing building and
construct two new buildings at Seoul National University, Seoul, South
Korea. The jobsite scale was 70m × 30m, and site mangers would like to
install cameras and observe construction operations/on-site logistics for
visual monitoring purposes. The author installed total three cameras
based on the findings of the expert interviews.
Case Study II: The second case study was performed in the other
construction site as shown in Figure 3.3(b). The project type was
underground

road

construction

conducted

in

Byeolnae-myeon,

Namyangju, South Korea. The scale of construction site was 400m ×
30m, and there was a box-type section, which is not available for camera
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installation due to frequent construction operations and work disturbance
issues. The site manager expected to monitor construction operations and
on-site logistics for productivity and safety monitoring. According to the
interview results, total six optical cameras were finally installed.

Figure 3.3 The drawings and actual images from construction sites where
the case studies were carried out. (a) the construction site in Seoul
National University, Seoul. (b) the construction site in Byeolnae-myeon,
Namyangju.

Through the case studies, based on the interview results, the author
could successfully install optical cameras, collect jobsite videos, and
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extract major information about earthmoving productivity such as direct
work rate, cycle time, and the number of dump trucks loaded; it is
because the scope of this dissertation is limited to earthmoving
productivity monitoring. The site managers and camera network experts
also agreed the practicality of the characteristics discovered in this
research. In some cases, however, it was not available to observe target
construction objects, i.e., earthmoving equipment; for example, dump
trucks that are ‘traveling’ from entry/exit zones to loading zones and/or
‘idling’ in queueing zones. Thus, the author experienced difficulties in
evaluating their operational performance such as ‘traveling’ time and
‘idling’ time; it was mainly because construction objects including
earthmoving equipment frequently moves out of cameras’ limited FOVs.
In other cases, it was needed to place a number of cameras in order to
cover the whole areas of the construction sites and monitor operational
productivity without missing information. This eventually increased
total costs for jobsite camera network, and then decreased the economic
efficiency of vision-based monitoring; the total costs include not only the
capital expenditures but also unnecessary data collected and work
disturbance possibilities. Those results of case studies led the author to
find a proper camera configuration that satisfies the minimum level of
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information detail and accuracies within acceptable price range.
To achieve that, this study identified main region-of-interests (ROIs)
and prioritized ROIs based on the characteristics of construction
operations (i.e., activity sequence) and the results of expert interviews
and case studies. Regarding the main ROIs in earthmoving sites, as
consistent with the results of interviews and case studies, a loading zone
(i.e., working zones) is selected as the most important area to be
monitored because long-sequence videos recorded from those areas can
provide operation hours of both excavators and dump trucks; it is also
possible to observe most of their earthmoving activities (excavators:
‘loading’, ‘soil-managing’, ‘traveling’, and ‘idling’; dump trucks:
‘loading’, ‘traveling’, and ‘idling’), which are fundamental information
for productivity monitoring as explained in 2.1. Construction Site
Monitoring: Earthmoving Operations and Productivity. However, as
observed in the case studies, it would be not enough to cover only loading
zones since heavy equipment can perform various earthmoving
operations in different regions (i.e., out of loading zones) such as
entry/exit zones, traveling zones, and queueing zones. These cases are
more critical for dump trucks due to its dynamic working patterns and
frequently disappearances from cameras’ FOVs: moving into an
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entry/exit zone à traveling within a traveling zone à idling in a
queueing zone à loading in a loading zone à moving out from an
entry/exit zone.
Despite the importance of all the ROIs, the point is that it is not
preferred to install numerous cameras and cover the whole jobsites due
to cost issues. To capture the optimal trade-off between information loss
and expenses on camera placement, this research suggests to prioritize
and select some specific ROIs, i.e., a part of the entire jobsite. The idea
is that types and durations of equipment operations can be inferred
without direct observation. For example, it is possible to approximately
estimate ‘idling’ durations of dump trucks based on the arrival time,
loading time, and free-flow traveling time. Figure 3.4(a) explains that the
two cameras installed at an entry zone and a loading zone can
continuously provide information of operation types and durations of
dump trucks although the cameras do not cover traveling and queueing
zones; given free-flow traveling time, which can be regarded as a
constant variable, it is possible to predict ‘idling’ durations only with its
arrival time and loading time. This concept can be also extended and
applied to more complex earthmoving sites including more than one
loading zone as illustrated in Figure 3.4(b).
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Figure 3.4 Concept of operation types and durations inference for
earthmoving dump trucks. (a) the earthmoving site with a loading zone.
(2) the earthmoving site with multiple loading zones.
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These findings imply that target monitoring areas can be prioritized
based on site-layout (e.g., locations of crossroads and loading zones) and
contexts of construction operations (e.g., equipment’s working patterns).
On the construction sites where the author conducted the case studies,
ROIs could be prioritized as loading zones, crossroad zones, and
entry/exit zones in order, and camera installation at such regions was
enough to obtain target information and monitor earthmoving
productivity. It is notable that, however, the camera installation priority
can be adjusted according to unique characteristics of given construction
sites and operations.

3.3. Discussions and Conclusions
This chapter investigated multi camera placement for construction
sites

monitoring,

particularly

for

productivity

monitoring

on

earthmoving sites. For that purpose, this research identified vision-based
monitoring determinants, influencing factors, and camera placement
conditions to be considered for the camera placement on construction
sites. The author firstly conducted the expert interviews to understand
the practical characteristics of construction sites and processes. Through
the extensive interviews, it was capable of identifying general but crucial
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aspects such as vision-based monitoring purposes, visible coverage, total
costs, and installable locations. Moreover, the two case studies were
carried out under the jobsite conditions of actual construction projects to
evaluate the interview results and further identify hidden aspects that
would not be addressed in the interviews. It was observed that the
identified characteristics were enough to install multiple cameras on
actual construction sites. However, the additional considerations could
significantly improve the performance of camera placement (e.g., total
costs) and vision-based site monitoring (e.g., level of information details).
By prioritizing target monitoring areas based on the jobsite-specific
characteristics (e.g., site-layout) and operational contexts (e.g., working
processes of dump trucks), it was possible to infer certain on-site
information without direct observation and extract most information
required for jobsite monitoring.
Several open research challenges, however, remain to be addressed.
For example, by conducting additional expert interviews and case studies,
it is expected to identify more various conditions to be considered when
installing digital cameras on construction sites although information
saturation was observed in this study. The findings can be also adapted
to different construction project types involving various unique jobsite
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conditions, and it is then available to understand and incorporate a
variety of elements in the camera placement decisions. Moreover, it is
required to develop an optimization framework that automatically
provides proper camera network designs satisfying the underlying
conditions studied in this dissertation. To address such challenge, the
author further proposed a systematic optimization framework that
considers the characteristics of construction jobsites in Appendix A:
Systematic Camera Placement Framework for Operation-Level Visual
Monitoring on Construction Jobsites. With further research efforts, it is
expected that site managers can make proper camera placement
decisions for vision-based site monitoring in a given construction site.
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Chapter 4.

Single Vision-based Construction
Site Monitoring2

This chapter investigates a vision-based construction site
monitoring framework that extracts fundamental on-site information
such as construction objects (i.e., object types, local IDs, and locations),
their individual actions, and interactions from a single 2D video. In
construction domain, many researchers have attempted to develop a
series of single vision-based jobsite monitoring systems and showed the
promising results in the construction environments. However, previous
studies did not fully incorporate unique operational contexts of

2

This chapter is adopted from the following research papers.

Kim, J. and Chi, S. (2017) “Adaptive Detector and Tracker on Construction Sites Using
Functional Integration and Online Learning.” Journal of Computing in Civil
Engineering, 31(5), 04017026.
Kim, J. and Chi, S. (2019) “Action Recognition of Earthmoving Excavators Based on
Sequential Pattern Analysis of Visual Features and Operation Cycles.” Automation
in Construction, 104, 255-264.
Kim, J., Chi, S., and Seo, J. (2018) “Interaction Analysis for Vision-based Activity
Identification of Earthmoving Excavators and Dump Trucks.” Automation in
Construction, 87, 297-308.
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construction sites although such domain knowledge is very important
when capturing the on-site information from visual data.
To address such drawbacks, this dissertation presents a single
vision-based construction site monitoring framework that considers
critical operational contexts such as diverse visual characteristics of
construction objects, sequential working patterns, and interactive
operations. Figure 4.1 illustrates the proposed method composed of three
main modules: (1) construction object tracking, (2) individual action
recognition, and (3) interaction analysis. More specifically, this research
develops a novel object tracking algorithm using functional integration
and online learning to reflect various characteristics of construction sites
and objects; it builds upon a deep hybrid model integrated with
Convolutional Neural Network and Double-layer Long Short Term
Memory (DLSTM) to learn sequential working patterns of construction
objects and recognize their individual actions; it designs a knowledgebased system that interprets interactive natures of construction objects to
finally identify operation types and production statues. Detailed
explanations for each process are given in the following sections.
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Figure 4.1 Overview of the research framework that considers
operational contexts of construction sites.

4.1. Construction Object Tracking
Construction object tracking aims to obtain sequential information
of object types, local IDs, and locations from a single jobsite video. To
do that, this study develops a vision-based algorithm that can be divided
into (1) initialization, (2) functional integration of detection and tracking,
and (3) online learning for automatic development of a training database
that represents diverse characteristics of construction sites and objects
(see Figure 4.2). The first initial manual setting or automatic object
detection at the first input image activates a detector and a tracker at the
same time. Then, the functional integration and the online learning of the
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detector are performed automatically, and they are repeated for every
image frame. These processes enable the detector to handle key
challenges in construction environments, namely: maintaining reliable
tracking performance under dynamic movements and developing an
effective training database.

Figure 4.2 Information flow for application of initialization, functional
integration, and online learning.
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4.1.1. Proposed Method: Initialization, Functional
Integration, and Online Learning
Initialization
To install and activate a detector and a tracker, initialization should
be carried out only in the first image frame. Users can initialize a target
construction entity using the bounding box as shown in Figure 4.3 and
Figure 4.3 displays the positive and negative samples for a training
database are generated automatically based on this boxed area.
Explaining further in detail, the positive samples are extracted by shifting
up/down/left/right from the initialized box (Figure 4.3). The shifting
technique enables to include more information of a target object in the
positive samples and help to avoid overfitting problems during the
initialization. The shifting ratio was determined as 5% since 5–15%
outperformed other values, and the 30°, 60°, and 120° rotations and
reversing of the extracted image samples are also conducted to enrich the
positive samples. In addition, this research used more various data
augmentations methods such as image scaling, noising, translation, and
horizontal/vertical flipping. The negative samples, which should be
classified as non-target objects and background, are produced in other
regions in the image frame with the exception of the initialized area. The
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sampling size is determined with 25 x 25 pixels, but it can be changed
depending on the user’s preference for the trade-off between the
computation time and the sampling details. Since the minimum size of a
target object in image frame is set 15 x 15 pixels, the scale factor (object
dimension / object-camera distance) can be calculated as the length of 15
pixels divided by the focal length of a camera. The sampling database
constructed by the initialization is customized to the site specifics,
optimized to the target object, and thus lighter than the database used for
the detection-based tracking. After developing the initial training
database, online learning is activated to train and install a detector. In the
case of a tracker, it works immediately after the initialization step
(drawing a bounding box) is finalized, because it finds a target object by
analyzing the differences and similarities in consecutive frames without
the need for any pre-work. However, the current semi-automated
initialization has the potential to be fully automated by using a pretrained detector that is learned from public benchmark datasets such as
ImageNet (Russakovsky et al. 2015) or other researchers’ (Kim et al.
2018c).
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Figure 4.3 Examples for initialization (bounding box) and training data
sampling.

Functional Integration of Detection and Tracking
After the initialization and first online learning phase, functional
integration of the detector and tracker is performed to solve re-tracking
issues – which is a process of localizing target objects after the tracking
failures in the previous step – and to provide training database for
automatic online learning. Functional integration is a process of running
a detector and a tracker at the same time and determining the final results
by comparatively analyzing their results. In other words, a detector and
a tracker share their results and confidences for every frame, after which
errors can be identified and corrected, and the final results can be
confirmed. In the next image frame the detector and the tracker localize
a target object based on the confirmed final results. Through this process,
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functional integration is able to play a key role in re-tracking a missed
object as a result of dynamic movements. The following paragraphs
explain the selected algorithms of the detector and the tracker, the
comparison processes of their results for training data sampling, and the
technical effects of the functional integration.
The detector was designed by integrating Ferns (Ozuysal et al. 2007)
and Random Forests classifiers. With the incremental learning of Ferns
and affine transformation of sampling data, the detector can be reinforced
by learning diverse working conditions in real time. The tracker used in
this study was combined with a Median-Flow algorithm (Kalal et al.
2012) and a pyramidal Lucas-Kanade algorithm (Bouguet and Bouguet
2000). The Median-Flow algorithm is able to estimate an object’s motion
among the consecutive frames while its motion can be represented by
pyramids obtained from the Lucas-Kanade algorithm. The failure of the
tracker, which occurs under occlusions or during moving out from a
camera’s FOV, can be detected by analyzing displacement of tracked key
points. In this study, the failure was defined if the median of residuals’
absolute displacement was bigger than 10 pixels, which were determined
to explain severe occlusions and moving in/out conditions on
construction sites.
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When both detector and tracker independently succeed to localize a
target object, their successful results are compared by confidences. The
detector’s confidence

is calculated by using the trained Nearest

Neighbor classifier. In the feature space (Ferns vector space in this
method), the inverse of distance between the observation point (the
detection result) and the nearest point (the most similar object model) is
determined as the confidence. On the other hand, the confidence of
tracker

is calculated by Normalized Correlation Coefficient between

the resulted bounding box and the previous final result; the tracker can
then become adaptive to smooth changes of the object frame by frame.
In order to compare the confidences, re-scaling is first performed using
normalization. The comparative reliability parameters for detector
and tracker

are also introduced and can be tuned by users. Finally,

their confidences

and

are compared.

As illustrated in Figure 4.4, there are four possible outcomes: (1)
both the tracker and detector succeed, (2) the detector fails and the
tracker succeeds, (3) both the tracker and detector fail, and (4) the tracker
fails and the detector succeeds. In the first case, the location and size of
the object are determined with their confidences and the final results are
expressed by a bounding box as shown in Figure 4.4. For the second case,
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tracking results are selected for the final results but the detection failures
are considered as negative samples of a training database and positive
samples are extracted from the tracking results. Such technical approach
– one that produces positive and negative samples – makes the detector
more robust and site-customized. When both the detector and tracker fail
(the case 3), the tracker stops to find the object and waits until the
detector succeeds to localize it. After the detector finds the object, the
searching area and object-related information of the tracker are then reset
by the detection results. This re-tracking is possible since the detector
scans all image pixels to localize a target object and performs
independently in a single frame. This functional integration enables the
method to deal with dis/re-appearances caused by full occlusions or outof-view movements as illustrated in the case 3 of Figure 4.4. For the
fourth case, the detection results are accepted for the final results and the
tracker’s searching area is relocated to the detection area as explained
previously. This allows the tracker to recover and re-track a missed
object caused by sudden changes in its characteristics. For all four cases,
it is therefore possible to track a target construction equipment while
moving dynamically and provide information to generate effective
training data.
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Figure 4.4 Four cases of functional integration. Case 1: both of detection and tracking successes. Case 2: detection failure
and tracking success. Case 3: Both of detection and tracking failures. Case 4: detection success and tracking failure.
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Due to the various and dynamic characteristics of construction sites
and objects, neither a detector nor a tracker in an isolated use is able to
perform effectively. Consequently, functional integration is applied to
share their advantages and counterbalance shortcomings, ultimately
reduces detection and tracking errors. A detector has the ability to assist
a tracker’s shortcomings, namely the re-tracking ability of a missed
object under dynamic movements. Re-tracking ability can be effectively
achieved because a detector cans all possible areas and functions
independently for every frame, which means the previous failure results
which were disturbed or distorted cannot affect future predictions. A
robust detector is also able to find a target object despite sudden changes
in its characteristics, or as a result of occlusions and dis/re-appearances.
However, a detector still suffers from the need to develop a high-quality
database that contains all possible conditions on construction sites, and
causes detection errors due to an insufficient database for construction
sites and objects; in addition, extra pre-training efforts are required to
train a detector. Conversely, a tracker does not need pre-training and has
the ability to adapt to gradual changes in an object’s characteristics (e.g.
scale, shape, and movement). Using these tracking results a database for
training a detector can be automatically labelled and can be updated
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consistently. Based on this automatic labelling and the adaptation to
gradual changes, the various characteristics of construction sites and
objects can be contained in a training database. This means a database
can be developed where a detector is applied, and thus the database can
be customized to target construction sites and objects.

Real-time Online Learning Using a Site-customized Database
Online learning is first conducted based on the results of the
functional integration. A training database can then be updated and
developed automatically and in real time. Technically, there are two key
instances when training data should be updated in order to increase
detector performance: when a detector predicts correctly or incorrectly.
When a detector localizes an object correctly the detected area is selected
for the positive samples and the negative samples are produced from the
area outside the detected area. Techniques for managing detection errors
are more important in order to achieve acceptable robustness and
customization. Detection errors can be divided into two sub-cases: false
positives and false negatives. False positive errors occur when a detector
misclassifies a non-target object or background as a target object. To
avoid similar errors the detection areas are extracted for the negative
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samples. In the case of false negative, prediction errors are where a target
object is classified as a non-target object or background. In this case, the
relocated area identified by the tracking results can be assigned as the
target object for the positive samples to localize the object correctly in
future images. Such techniques for managing detection errors play an
important role in ensuring reliable and stable detector performance.
Based on the online learning, a site-customized database can be
developed that considers various characteristics of construction
equipment and sites to which a detector is then applied. It is worth
mentioning that the Gaussian filter was applied to minimize noise effects
during the learning processes since the predicted bounding boxes (the
results of functional integration) can include noise data which affect the
quality of training samples; the filter was designed with the variance of
3 ( = 3) in the author’s heuristic experiments.

In the object tracking domain, online learning is a concurrent

process of running and training a detector using a database, that is
updated continuously and labelled automatically, as illustrated in Figure
4.5. Because pre-collection of training data is not or less required, a
detector can be trained for an unknown object. This nature further
enables to become applicable to any type of construction entity, and
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labelling – the process of assigning a class or an answer for each image
patch – can be also performed automatically. However, a detector’s
performance is highly dependent on the quality of the initial training
database and labelling accuracy. In contrast to online learning, it is
referred to as “offline learning” in that the running and training of the
detector are separated, and a pre-collected, fixed and manually-labelled
database is used to train the detector. Since a training database should be
constructed before running a detector a well-developed database is
required to generate a powerful detector. Thus, the quality of the database
will significantly affect the detector’s performance.

Figure 4.5 Online learning process that produces training data (positive
and negative samples) from testing data.
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This research builds upon online learning because construction sites
and objects have various characteristics and it is impractical to predevelop a high-quality database including all possible conditions.
Furthermore, since online learning collects training data from testing
data, it can be generated from the site where the detector is applied. It is
also possible to produce a site-customized database for a specific
construction object and site. Online learning also enables the creation of
a detector for any type of construction object. Accordingly, the difficulty
of effective database development can be handled by producing a sitecustomized database based on online learning. Specifically, a detector
trained using a site-customized database (generated through online
learning) is able to localize construction objects effectively even when a
target object’s scale and shape changes or when it is occluded or dis/reappears frequently. Hence, by using an automatically-produced and sitecustomized database it is possible to generate a robust and customized
detector to target objects without the need to pre-develop a manual
database.
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4.1.2. Experimental Results and Analysis
The validation of the proposed method was conducted using video
stream data collected from four construction sites. A total of 12 normal
vision cameras were installed on sites to collect the data (three cameras
for each site). The locations of the cameras were determined by
considering site conditions according to the findings in Chapter 3. The
cameras were installed on tripods at different distances (5–10 m), heights
(3–15 m), and viewpoints to collect different shapes and scales of
construction objects, particularly for earthmoving equipment: (1)
different types of equipment (four manufacturers for excavators:
Caterpillar, Doosan, Hyundai and Volvo; three manufacturers for dump
trucks: Hyundai, Scania and Volvo; one manufacturer for loaders and
backhoes: John Deere), (2) their varying working postures and
movements (e.g., digging, hauling, swinging, dumping, moving, and
stopping) (Figure 4.6); to test the validity of the online learning technique,
loaders and backhoes were also included in the video data collected. The
video was recorded continuously at arbitrary time during regular
operations and the total length of video stream was about 45 minutes
(about 3.5–4 minutes for each camera). The number of total image
frames was 64,968; and the resolution was 720 x 480 pixels. The
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collected data included scale and shape changes, and occlusions and
dis/re-appearances occurred frequently. They had high intraclass
variations (e.g., different scales, shapes, textures, colors) as well. With
the collected data, performance of the proposed method could be
validated if it had a high applicability for those particular types of
construction equipment.

Figure 4.6 Examples of video data collected from different earthmoving
sites.
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Quantitative Results Analysis
To evaluate the performance of the proposed method quantitatively,
the precision, recall rate, sampling accuracy, and eigenvalues were
analyzed. The precision is a metric used to understand an algorithm’s
reliability, and it is the number of true positives divided by the number
of all responses. The recall rate represents whether a detector or tracker
is stable, and it is calculated as the number of true positives divided by
the number of target objects in all sequences. If the precision is high and
the recall rate is low; which means that there are many missed target
objects although most responses (predictions) are correct. For the
opposite case, not only are all target objects detected/tracked, but nontarget objects (e.g., background) are also localized. Thus, these two
metrics – precision and recall rate – should be used together to properly
evaluate algorithms’ performance proposed in this dissertation. The
sampling accuracy explains the accuracy of automatically-generated
positive and negative samples, and it is defined as the number of correct
samples divided by the total number of samples. As shown in Eq. (4.1),
the eigenvalues of transition matrix
performances (Zhou et al. 1996).
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are used to evaluate learning

=

(

where

1−

)

(
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)

Eq. (4.1)

)

denotes the reliability of the positive labels,

the percentage of identified false negative errors,
negative labels, and

indicates

is the reliability of

means the percentage of recognized false

positive errors. According to the dynamic system theory (Zhou et al.
1996), sampling errors converge to zero when the eigenvalues of

are

smaller than one. In other words, the trained detector evolves and is
customized to the target equipment and jobsite conditions with the
eigenvalues smaller than one.
The results of four metrics for each object type are displayed in
Table 4.1. The results showed the promising performance and high
potential of the proposed method. The average precision and recall rate
for all types of construction equipment were 94.3% and 95.4%
respectively. The metrics indicated the proposed method localized 94
target objects correctly and missed 6 among a total 100 target objects
(i.e., 94 of 100 responses were correct). The average sampling accuracy
was 79.4%, which indicates 79 samples of total 100 positive and negative
samples were correctly generated. The average eigenvalue of the positive
sampling was 0.66 and the negative average was 0.39. The results mean
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not only that the negative sampling was more reliable compared to the
positive sampling but also that the detector learned from the sampling
data toward to error reduction in every iteration. The quantitative
analysis therefore validated the proposed method for tracking different
types of construction equipment on different sites in an acceptable
effectiveness.
Table 4.1 Tracking results of performance metrics.
Metric
Sampling
Accuracy

Eigenvalues
(Positive, Negative)

97.2%

78.9%

0.64, 0.36

93.1%

94.5%

77.4%

0.83, 0.48

Loader

95.5%

93.9%

82.9%

0.45, 0.38

Backhoe

93.5%

95.9%

78.2%

0.72, 0.35

Average

94.3%

95.4%

79.4%

0.66, 0.39

Equipment
Type

Precision

Recall Rate

Excavator

95.2%

Dump Truck

Lastly, the total computation time from the initialization to the
processing and analyses was about 128 minutes (3–5 seconds for
initialization, 126 minutes for processing all 64,968 frames, and 2
minutes for calculating the performance metrics). Also, extra hour was
required for generating ground truth manually. The proposed method
processed 8.6 frames per second on the average, which means 0.116
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seconds are required to localize a target object in a single frame. The
result implied that real-time tracking was possible.

Qualitative Results Analysis
The results of this study demonstrated the effectiveness of
functional integration and online learning. The main benefits of
functional integration were: (1) re-tracking ability under dynamic
movements (sudden changes of characteristics, and occlusions and
dis/re-appearances) and (2) provision of information related to training
data.

First, the method’s re-tracking ability was obtained with

functional integration when failing to localize a target object as shown in
Figure 4.7(a). While the target truck was lost when fully occluded by
another moving truck it was easily re-tracked after the end of the
occlusion and the target truck re-appeared. The results denoted that
functional integration was able to deal with full occlusions and dis/reappearances effectively. Second, functional integration enabled errors to
be corrected by comparing a detector’s and tracker’s results, and was
able to provide information related to training data. When a detector
failed, the positive samples were created from the tracking results and
the negative samples were generated from the area of detection errors.
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This process can reinforce a detector’s performance, which prevents
similar errors to be made. Figure 4.7(b) illustrates these error correction
processes. For instance, when the detector or tracker was at risk of
missing the loader because of its working movements the tracker or
detector relocated each other’s position. This identification and
correction information was then used to produce a training database for
the online learning.
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Figure 4.7 Results for functional integration of detection and tracking (retracking ability under occlusions and errors). (a)
retracking after full occlusion. (b) retracking by error (failure) correction.
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In the meantime, online learning had three benefits: (1) real-time
and automatic development of a training database, (2) inclusion of
various characteristics of a target object, and (3) application to unknown
objects. First, Figure 4.8 provides examples of the online development
of a training database. The figure illustrates that a training database can
be constructed from the site at which the detector is applied, and can
therefore enable a site-customized database to be produced. In particular,
the negative samples were extracted from an input images’ background
except target object-related information, as shown in Figure 4.8(a). For
the positive samples, multiple images of a target object were created
from a single result image in consideration of various conditions. By
reversing left and right and shifting the bounding box (final result)
up/down/left/right by 5%, newly-generated data could contain the
diverse conditions of a target object as shown in Figure 4.8(c). When
applying this in real site, it is expected to work effectively under dynamic
and complex environments. Second, the site-customized database
through the online learning increased the detector’s robustness to various
conditions of construction equipment and sites as illustrated in Figure
4.9. Figure 4.9(a) explains that despite the loader being partially
occluded by a worker it was possible to keep detecting and tracking the
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loader. Since a worker had covered the loader gradually, the partial
occlusions could be included in a training database and enabled it to
stably localize the object. Figure 4.9(b) displays the results for a truck in
various scales. Although a truck came closer to the camera and its scale
became larger, the proposed method succeeded in detecting and tracking
it consistently. In another example from changing camera viewpoints, the
shape of a backhoe is different depending on its working movements.
This is illustrated in Figure 4.9(c), where the front/diagonal/side of the
backhoe are shown with the rotations and its shape changes depending
on the viewpoint. To add those new conditions in a training database the
data of changing shapes were produced online. Thus, the proposed
method was able to localize the rotating backhoe. This meant that the
online learning’s capability allowed the detector to evolve its
performance and adapt to dynamic environments. For example, an
excavator had high pose variations during digging, hauling, dumping,
and swinging, and those various conditions were also automatically
described in the database. Thus, the excavator could be eventually
detected and tracked (Figure 4.9(d)). Last, a loader had both pose
variations and shape changes due to different camera viewpoints. In
Figure 4.9(e), the method was also able to detect and track the loader.
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Figure 4.8 Example of training database developed and updated in real
time based on online learning. (a) negative samples. (b) input image. (c)
positive samples.

In short, since the detector was trained with a database developed
automatically and in real-time, there was no requirement to develop a
training database in advance. The detector could be applied to any object
type on any construction site. Figure 4.9 shows the applicability of this
method to multiple types of construction equipment (loaders, dump
trucks, excavators, and backhoes) without the need for a pre-training
phase.
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Figure 4.9 Results for online learning using a site-customized database
and its robustness. (a) partial occlusion. (b) scale changes. (c) shape
changes in different viewpoints. (d) pose variations. (e) pose variations
and shape changes in different viewpoints.
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4.1.3. Discussions
The results showed that the proposed method has a high
applicability for tracking construction objects. In particular, it is capable
of considering characteristics of construction equipment and sites by
applying functional integration and online learning with a sitecustomized database.
To extract reliable final results from the functional integration of a
detector and a tracker their error rates should be identified correctly. The
error identification accuracy depends on the comparative reliability of
the detector and tracker. For that reason, performance of the proposed
method changes depending on the reliability of the tracker/detector.
When a tracker’s reliability is set high, smooth changes of a target
object’s characteristics (e.g. shape, scale, pose, movements) can be
described in a training database and it is possible to train a detector to be
robust to various conditions. However, negative effects also exist, in
particular a decrease in re-tracking ability. When a target object’s
characteristics vary suddenly the proposed method has limited potential
to re-track the object if the tracker created errors of false alarms. This is
because detection results are considered less reliable in spite of its
robustness to dynamic conditions. On the other hand, when a detector’s
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reliability is high, re-tracking ability can be secured; tracking failures
caused by sudden changes, occlusions, and dis/re-appearances can be
handled easily with a highly reliable detector. However, this also has a
disadvantage; it reinforces the detector in low possibilities. As
aforementioned, detection failures (false positive, false negative)
generate important training data. With a smaller number of detection
failures, a training database is updated slowly. In this reason, to obtain
high performance of the proposed method, it is an important issue to
determine comparative reliabilities for the detector and tracker.
Next, overfitting occurs when a training database is limited or the
model fails to become generalized. Hence, the prediction model (in this
case the detector) cannot learn the underlying trends of target data. This
case was also observed during this experiment when a target object kept
stopping for a while, which meant the online production database
contained the target construction entity using only a single viewpoint. In
this case, only a single shape of the object is shown without pose
variations and shape changes. This causes training database to be biased,
losing its ability to explain diverse conditions, and let overfitting to take
place (i.e. failure of generalization). To prevent such overfitting, the
frequency and transformation for new data production can be adjusted in
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accordance with similarities and differences between newly-produced
data in consecutive images. Additionally, increasing the reliability of a
tracker’s results also affects a detector’s overfitting problem.
Last, Table 4.1 showed that trucks have the highest precision and
recall rate compared to other types of construction equipment. It can be
interpreted that trucks have lower pose variations than other equipment;
loaders, excavators and backhoes have very different shapes with their
working postures, but the shape of a truck rarely changes during its work
tasks. It is regarded that different types of construction equipment require
different parameters or techniques for functional integration and online
learning conditions, such as comparative reliabilities and database
production conditions.

4.1.4. Conclusions
This study presented an effective tracking method that can track
construction equipment under dynamic environments and various
conditions. The method contains three main concepts: (1) initialization,
(2) functional integration of a detector and a tracker, and (3) real-time
and automatic development of a training database through the use of
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online learning. The average precisions of 94.3% and the recall rates of
95.4% showed the proposed method’s high applicability and
effectiveness for tracking construction equipment. The functional
integration plays a crucial role in re-tracking a target object under its
dynamic movements. The online learning enables the automatic and realtime development of a training database based on results of the
functional integration – especially focusing on detection failures. As a
result, the training database can be customized to construction equipment
and sites with the 79.35% sampling accuracy and eigenvalues smaller
than one, and the online learning is performed with the site-customized
database in real-time (0.116 seconds processing time per frame).
Through the online learning, a detector becomes more robust, increasing
its fit to target construction equipment and sites. In short, the presented
method can consider the various characteristics of construction
equipment and sites without the need for a pre-training phase.
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4.2. Individual Action Recognition
Once target construction objects are successfully localized, the
tracking results, i.e., object types, local IDs, and locations over time, are
then fed into the individual action recognition module that recognizes
their operation types: ‘digging’, ‘hauling’, ‘dumping’, ‘swinging’,
‘moving’, and ‘stopping’. Figure 4.10 presents the workflows of the
proposed method. In the method, two types of sequential working
patterns of construction objects, i.e., visual features and operation cycles,
are learned with CNN and DLSTM.

Figure 4.10 Workflow of sequential pattern analysis.
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4.2.1. Proposed Method: Sequential Pattern Analysis
First, the sequential patterns of visual features are trained and
analyzed using a deep hybrid model integrated with CNN and LSTM; in
this paper, it is referred to the integrated model as a CNN-LSTM model.
It was built upon the popular and outstanding architecture designed by
Donahue et al. (2017), and the author customized the model to
construction environments through hyperparameter optimization. To
elaborate, the inputs to the CNN-LSTM model are the tracking results of
construction objects (i.e., bounding boxes at each image frame). The
CNN initially extracts key visual features from the bounding boxes, and
it is designed with a total of 10 convolution layers and five max-pooing
layers. The convolution layers contribute to capturing important visual
information from the input images (e.g., the edges of the excavators and
the geometric relationship between their main bodies and buckets) and
the max-pooling layers enable to reduce the dimensions of the visualfeature vector (Figure 4.11(a)). In this research, a 7 × 7 filter was used

in the first convolution layer, and 3 × 3 filters were used in the other

layers. For the activation function, a Rectified Linear Units was selected
because it allowed deep neural networks to be trained with the acceptable
speed and performance (Nair and Hinton 2010). After the CNN model
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completed to extract the key visual features from each bounding box, the
sequences of visual features were fed into the first LSTM model for
sequential analysis. The basic structure of an LSTM unit is shown in
Figure 4.11(b).

Figure 4.11 Concepts of CNN and LSTM. (a) examples of convolution
and max-pooling processes. (b) basic structure of LSTM unit.
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It includes an input gate, a forget gate, an output gate, an input
modulation gate, and a memory cell. For time-step , the state of the cell
can be updated by using the following equations (Eq. 4.2-4.7):
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The main functions of the LSTM model are conducted in the input
gate, forget gate, and memory cell. Since the input gate receives the
previous hidden state, ℎ

, as well as the current input vector,

, the

LSTM can incorporate temporal dynamics and sequential patterns of
input feature vectors (i.e., visual features construction objects). The
forget gate and memory cell allow deep networks to learn when to forget

previous hidden states and when to memorize and update hidden states
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given new information, which implies that the LSTM model can learn
critical sequential information selectively and long-range dependencies
effectively. With those technical advantages, the LSTM model is
expected to learn the sequential patterns of the visual features of heavy
equipment (extracted from the CNN); for example, excavators raise their
buckets and arms for ‘digging’ and rotate their main bodies during the
‘swinging’ and ‘hauling’ operations. The first LSTM model is built with
double-stacked LSTM units because this configuration outperformed the
single-stacked LSTM units in the authors’ heuristic experiments; it
seems that the sequential patterns of visual features can be well-trained
with a more complex model. Moreover, to prevent overfitting, the
dropout layer, which is a widely used technique to address overfitting
issues, is designed in the last layer of the CNN-LSTM model.
Next, the results of the CNN-LSTM model, i.e., the interim results
that consider the sequential patterns of visual features, are processed
further in the second LSTM model in order to examine the sequential
patterns of the operation cycles (Figure 4.10). Subsequently, the
operation type in each frame is determined again by incorporating the
sequences of the interim operation types within the last

frames (i.e.,

time interval), which means that the current state is decided by the
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sequences and durations of the previous states within the time interval.
This aspect allows the LSTM model to learn the sequential patterns of
the operation cycles and to predict the current operation types more
accurately; for instance, the operation cycles of ‘digging à hauling à
dumping à swinging’, which are the generally observed working
patterns of earthmoving excavators, can be learned and analyzed. In
addition, the LSTM model filters out the noisy/outlier inferences of the
previous CNN-LSTM model, i.e., the less-likely action transitions (e.g.,
‘digging à swinging à dumping’) and irrationally short durations of a
specific action (e.g., 0.5 sec of ‘digging’). In the framework, unlike the
first LSTM model, the second LSTM model was built with a singlestacked LSTM units due to its relatively small dimension of input vectors,
i.e., one hot encoding of the object actions.

4.2.2. Experimental Results and Analysis
To validate the proposed framework, this research conducted three
different experiments: one without the sequential pattern analysis,
another with the sequential pattern analysis of visual features, and the
other with the sequential pattern analysis of visual features and operation
cycles. According to the experimental setup, three types of action
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recognition models were built, i.e., CNN, CNN-LSTM, and CNNDLSTM. Thus, we can confirm both applicability and practicality of the
framework and positive effects of the sequential pattern analysis.
For the experimental results and analyses, the authors collected
video-stream data from actual earthmoving sites. Normal optical
cameras and smartphones were used to obtain the videos. Figure 4.12
shows examples of the video data collected. Since the heavy equipment
were performing earthmoving operations, it was possible to record all of
their operation types such as ‘digging’, ‘hauling’, ‘dumping’, ‘swinging’,
‘moving’, and ‘stopping’. In order to consider the negative effects of
occlusions, illumination, and pose/viewpoint variations, the research
team placed six stationary cameras under various installation conditions,
i.e., 10 to 50-m distances, 0 to 15-m heights, and different viewpoints.
When installing optical cameras on construction sites, the authors
followed a systematic camera placement framework developed in
Chapter 3. As a result, a total of 72,365 image frames, representing
approximately 121 minutes of operation, was collected with the
resolution of 720 × 1280 pixels and the frame rate of 10 fps. The data
were further divided into training data consisting of 40,000 images and

testing data consisting of 32,365 images, which means that the models
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developed in the experiments were trained with 40,000 images and tested
with 32,365 images. In particular, to deal with data imbalance problems
and reduce overfitting effects, the author adapted data resampling
techniques that counterbalance the data size of each class (i.e., action
types) by oversampling the minority data and/or undersampling the
majority data.

Figure 4.12 Examples of the data collected from actual construction sites.

Performance of the Proposed Method
Table 4.2 presents quantitative experimental results of the proposed
action method implemented by CNN-DLSTM. The performance metrics
were determined with the average precisions and recall rates of 92.4%
and 92.0% respectively (Table 4.2). The precision results meant that 92
classifications out of 100 responses were correct, and the results of the
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recall rates implied that the proposed method accurately classified 92
cases out of 100 actual occurrences for each type of action. Recognition
errors normally occurred when the method failed to stably track the
earthmoving excavators and dump trucks. This occurred because noise
(e.g., background clutter and non-target objects) affected the recognition
performance and/or no information was given to the sequential pattern
modeling due to the tracking failures. However, the developed
framework was still effective in tracking construction objects with
acceptable precision and recall rates as reported in the experiments in 4.1.
Construction Object Tracking (94.3% and 95.4% respectively).

Table 4.2 Experimental results of action recognition.

Action Type

Excavator

Dump Truck

Precision

Recall Rate

Precision

Recall Rate

Digging

97.1%

97.9%

-

-

Hauling

89.0%

87.9%

-

-

Dumping

89.5%

92.7%

-

-

Swinging

91.8%

86.7%

-

-

Moving

87.4%

81.2%

94.3%

92.2%

Stopping

90.2%

88.5%

93.3%

97.5%

Average

90.9%

89.2%

93.8%

94.9%

Total

Precisions: 92.4%, Recall Rate: 92.0%
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Performance with and without Sequential Pattern Modeling:
CNN, CNN-LSTM, and CNN-DLSTM
In addition to the validity of the proposed method, considerable
impacts of the sequential pattern modeling were also observed in
additional experiments. This paper comparative analyzed the
performance of three different models, i.e., CNN, CNN-LSTM, and
CNN-DLSTM. The first case (CNN) represents the recognition
performance if all of the sequential patterns were opted out from the
framework. The second model (CNN-LSTM) is the case in which only
the sequential patterns of visual features are considered. The third model
(CNN-DLSTM) is the proposed method with the sequential pattern
analysis of visual features and operation cycles. Figure 4.13 illustrates
the performance of three cases, and it shows that the performance was
improved markedly as the sequential patterns were considered. In the
cases of the CNN and CNN-LSTM models, the performance
improvement of 9.8% in the precision and 14.5% in the recall rates were
obtained by applying the sequential pattern analysis of the visual features.
By considering the sequential patterns of the operation cycles as well,
the precisions and recall rates were further increased, from 87.3% to 92.4%
and from 86.1% to 92.0%. This implied that both sequential patterns had
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significant positive impacts on the performance of action recognition.

Figure 4.13 Comparative analysis for the performances of CNN, CNNLSTM, and CNN-DLSTM.

4.2.3. Discussions
The experimental results showed that the developed method had
acceptable performance in recognizing the operations types of
earthmoving equipment. Quantitatively, the built CNN-DLSTM model
(for sequential working pattern analysis) classified the different types of
equipment actions with 92.4% precision and 92.0% recall rate. Figure
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4.14(a) displays that sequential operations of the tracked excavator,
digging-hauling-dumping-swinging, were continuously monitored from
the

= 78 image frame to the

= 193 image frame by the

developed CNN-DLSTM model. Additionally, the model successfully
recognized equipment’s actions even in harsh monitoring conditions of
illumination variations and partial occlusions occurred by equipment’s
pose changes or obstacles including other near-by equipment (Figure
4.14(b)). The model was also able to detect and track the earthmoving
equipment and identify the action types when they were performing from
various camera positions.
The results also demonstrated the substantial impacts of sequential
pattern analysis on the recognition of the equipment’s actions. Figure
4.13 and Figure 4.15 explain the positive effects of the sequential
patterns of visual features. Figure 4.15(a) shows that the CNN-LSTM
model correctly classified ‘swinging’, and that the CNN model
incorrectly predicted the operation type as ‘hauling’ when it should have
been ‘swinging’. It can be interpreted that the CNN encountered
difficulties in classifying ‘hauling’ and ‘swinging’ actions because two
operations had similar visual appearances in a still image frame; however,
by analyzing sequential patterns of the visual features during a certain
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time interval, the CNN-LSTM model classified those operations
accurately. Quantitatively, as can be observed in Figure 4.13, the CNNLSTM model obtained a significant performance gain (9.8% for
precision and 14.5% for recall rate) with the sequential pattern analysis
of visual features.
Also, the authors found positive impacts of the sequential patterns
of operation cycles. In Figure 4.15(b), the ‘digging’ excavator was
incorrectly classified as ‘stopping’ by the CNN-LSTM model, whereas
the CNN-DSLTM accurately predicted its operation type as ‘digging’.
These observations generally occurred when the excavator’s bucket was
heavily occluded either by the excavator itself or other objects (e.g.,
dump truck, soil) because the sequential patterns of visual features were
very similar in two cases of ‘digging’ and ‘stopping’ (e.g., little
sequential change in the visual appearances). However, such errors were
corrected by the second LSTM (of the CNN-DLSTM), and the model
adjusted the ‘stopping’ as ‘digging’. This can be explained by the fact
that the built LSTM model successfully learned the operation cycle of
‘swinging à digging à hauling’ and then corrected less-probable
predictions of CNN-LSTM (‘swinging à stopping à hauling’). By
filtering out such irrational operational cycles, it was possible to improve
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the recognition performance as reported in the authors’ experiments
(precision: 87.3% à 92.4%; recall rate: 86.1% à 92.0%). Consequently,
the results denoted that the proposed framework was capable of
interpreting both sequential patterns of the visual features and the
operation cycles. It is concluded that the additional considerations of
sequential working patterns enhanced the performance and applicability
of vision-based action recognition methods.
Several research challenges, however, remain to be addressed. For
instance, occlusions are one of the most critical issues that affects the
performance of visual analytics. Although the second LSTM model was
able to correctly identify the operation types of excavators in the case of
occlusions, inevitable errors occurred when their sequential patterns of
operation cycles diverge considerably. In this case, it would be better to
opt out the second LSTM model and predict their action types only
considering the sequential patterns of visual features.
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Figure 4.14 Examples of experimental results for action recognition. (a) continuous monitoring of the action types
performed by the excavators. (b) successful action recognition under occlusion, different viewpoints, and illumination
variations.
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Figure 4.15 Predictions with and without the sequential pattern modeling
for the same image frame. (a) predictions when the ground truth was
swinging. (b) predictions when the ground truth was digging.

For practical applications, based on the results of action recognition,
it is possible to automatically measure cycle time of earthmoving
excavators and to analyze the root causes of productivity deviations. For
example, according to the findings of previous studies (Peurifoy et al.
2018; Yoon et al. 2014), long durations of ‘hauling’ or ‘swinging’
operations may indicate that excavators are rotating with a large angle,
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which is one of the most critical factors that increases their cycle time
and lowers operational efficiency. Additionally, long durations of
‘digging’ operations might be a signal of the difficulty associated with
the soil excavation in the current working conditions (e.g., improper
height of cut or unexpected soil strength). Such quantitative results and
analyses can help site managers to make project-control decisions such
as operator training, layout planning, and soil blasting to enhance the
operational efficiency of earthmoving excavators.

4.2.4. Conclusions
This chapter proposed a vision-based action recognition framework
that incorporates the sequential patterns of equipment’s visual features
and operation cycles. More specifically, this research built the novel
CNN-DLSTM model in order to analyze sequential working patterns. In
the model, CNN aided in capturing the main visual features of equipment
such as their edges and the geometric relationship between their
deformable parts (e.g., excavators’ buckets and main bodies). Based on
the visual features extracted, the first LSTM model analyzed their
sequences (e.g., the excavator rotates its bucket and main body) and
made interim predictions of operation types. Then, the interim results
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were used as input to the second LSTM model, which re-determined the
action types by analyzing the sequences of the operation cycles, e.g.,
‘digging à hauling à dumping à swinging’. The experimental results
supported the feasibility of the proposed method as well as the statistical
significance of the sequential pattern analysis. As reported in the
experiments with and without the sequential pattern analysis, the
precisions and recall rates were increased by 14.9% and 20.4%
respectively when both sequential patterns were integrated. With the
benefits of the proposed framework, this study made the following
contributions. First, to understand and incorporate construction domain
knowledge into the vision-based system, this research identified two
critical elements of sequential working patterns of construction
equipment, i.e., sequences of visual features and operation cycles.
Second, the authors characterized the novel CNN-DLSTM framework
that automatically classifies types of construction equipment by
considering the identified sequential patterns. Third, such framework can
eventually contribute to automated action recognition and operation
analysis of construction equipment.
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4.3. Interaction Analysis
Based on the result of construction object tracking and individual
action recognition, this module interprets interactive operations to
eventually classify activity types and production statues of construction
objects. To this end, this research designs the knowledge (rule)-based
decision making system that interprets three main interactive aspects: the
co-existence, proximity, and action consistency between construction
objects, i.e., excavators and dump trucks (Figure 4.16).

Figure 4.16 Concept for interaction analysis.
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4.3.1. Proposed Method: Knowledge-based System
The co-existence means that an excavator and a dump truck exist in
the same image. The proximity means that excavators and dump trucks
should stand within the effective distance of excavators to hand over soil
(i.e., arm’s length); this aspect enables to filter out the unrealistic case
(e.g., dump trucks are 30m apart from excavators). In case that
excavators and dump trucks co-exist within the effective distance of
excavators, their individual actions should be also consistent that the
excavator is performing one out of actions of ‘digging’, ‘hauling’,
‘dumping’, and ‘swinging’ and the dump truck is ‘stopping’; to put it
differently, action consistency between equipment needs to be met in this
case for explaining filling operations. When action inconsistency
happens, (e.g., both excavator and dump truck are ‘stopping’), this action
is classified as ‘idling’. These aspects enable to analyze both one-to-one
and group interactions among earthmoving equipment. The one-to-one
interactions are the case that an excavator and a dump truck are working
together and performing ‘loading’ activities. The group interactions
occur among more than three equipment involved in the operation
process. When two dump trucks keep ‘stopping’ nearby an excavator,
one of them is normally filled with soil. In this case, the two dump trucks
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take same actions (‘stopping’); however, their activities are different
(‘loading’ and ‘idling’) as shown in Figure 4.17. As a result, it is expected
to obtain more precise and accurate performance indicators (e.g., cycle
time and direct work rates).

Figure 4.17 Examples of interactions between construction equipment.

Figure 4.18 illustrates the process of activity recognition. In case of
‘moving’ and ‘stopping’ of an excavator, it is defined as ‘traveling’ and
‘idling’ respectively (Figure 4.18); it is because excavators’ individual
action varies according to each activity. However, for actions such as
‘digging/hauling/dumping/swinging’, the interaction analysis enables an
activity identification system to decide whether the excavators are
working alone (e.g., ‘soil-managing’) or together (i.e., ‘loading’ soil to
dump trucks). When the excavators and the dump trucks are working
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together, they should both be placed within the operating boundary of the
excavators (i.e., arm’s length). If there exists at least one dump truck
within the same image frame, the distances between centroids of the
excavator and all the dump truck are computed (Eq. 4.8). Based on the
distances, the nearest dump truck to the excavator is selected.

where
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-axis position of

Figure 4.18 Knowledge-based system for interaction analysis.

The threshold proximity can be determined in heuristic experiments
with training data. The action consistency should also be considered
since the co-existence and proximity alone are insufficient evidence to
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guarantee the interactions. Even if excavators are taking one of working
actions of ‘digging’, ‘hauling’, ‘dumping’, and ‘swinging’, dump trucks
can ‘move’; in this case, no interaction took place between two
equipment. Excavators and dump trucks are working together only when
they show action consistency for filling soil within the effective distance;
in other words, excavators are ‘digging’, ‘hauling’, ‘dumping’, or
‘swinging’ while dump trucks are ‘stopping’ for interaction. Based on
this principle, the proposed framework can confidently decide whether
‘digging/hauling/dumping/swinging’ excavator is interacting with a
dump truck (i.e., ‘loading’) or working alone (e.g., ‘soil-managing’).
‘Moving’ dump trucks can be classified as ‘traveling’. Yet,
‘stopping’ dump trucks can either be classified as ‘loading’ or ‘idling’
according to the interaction with excavators. Similar to the interaction
analysis of excavators, the co-existence, proximity, and action
consistency are examined in order. When an excavator is not captured in
the same image, ‘stopping’ dump trucks should be ‘idling’. Otherwise,
the distances between the dump trucks and existing excavators are
calculated in 2D images (Eq. 4.8). The distances are used to select the
nearest dump truck within the operating boundary of each excavator.
Only after selecting nearest and ‘stopping’ dump truck, excavators’
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individual actions can be accurately confirmed. If all the conditions are
met, the ‘stopping’ dump trucks are then classified as ‘loading’ and vice
versa. These processes enable the research framework to identify
‘loading’ dump trucks interacting with excavators (one-to-one
interactions) and ‘idling’ dump trucks waiting for its filling order due to
the already interacting couple (group interactions).

4.3.2. Experimental Results and Analysis
The authors collected video stream data from five earthmoving sites
by using closed-circuit television (CCTV) and smartphones. The
collected data included not only interactive operations among dump
trucks and excavators but also operations in a group of multiple dump
trucks working simultaneously (Figure 4.19). To represent various
appearances, actions, and activities of construction equipment, the
stationary cameras were installed at 10 to 30m distances, 0 to 3m heights,
and different viewpoints (i.e., front, back, side, and diagonal), 11
different positions in total. The total of 11,513 image frames,
approximately 150 minutes of operation, was collected with 720 x 1280
and 1080 x 1920 pixels. The video data also included diverse equipment
with different shapes, colors, or appearances manufactured by multiple
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corporations such as Caterpillar, Doosan, Hyundai, Scania, and Volvo.

Figure 4.19 Examples of video stream data collected from actual
construction sites.

Performance of the Proposed Method
Figure 4.20 shows examples of the analyzed interactions and the
classified activity types for all tracked objects. The responses were
displayed for each bounding box. The performance metrics were
discovered with the average precisions and recall rates of 92.0% and 93.1%
respectively (Table 4.3). The precision results indicated that 92
classifications out of 100 responses were correct. Besides, the results of
the recall rates meant that the implemented framework accurately
classified 93 cases out of 100 actual occurrences for each activity type.
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Considering that the average processing time required for single frame
analysis was 0.1 to 0.3 seconds while satisfying real-time applications.

Figure 4.20 Examples of experimental results. (a) continuous
classification over time. (b) one-to-one interactions. (c) group
interactions.
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Table 4.3 Experimental results of interaction analysis and activity
recognition.

Activity Type

Excavator

Dump Truck

Precision

Recall Rate

Precision

Recall Rate

Loading

92.7%

95.8%

92.7%

95.8%

Soil-managing

86.7%

96.5%

-

-

Traveling

87.4%

81.2%

94.3%

92.2%

Idling

90.2%

88.5%

97.3%

98.8%

Average

89.3%

90.5%

94.8%

95.6%

Total

Precision: 92.0%, Recall Rate: 93.1%

Performance with and without Interaction Analysis
The author could find significant impacts of the interactive
operations. For representing the classification without the interaction
analysis, the knowledge-based system (KBS) was opted out from the
framework. In this case, ‘digging/hauling/dumping/swinging’ excavators
and ‘stopping’ dump trucks are regarded as ‘loading’ and ‘idling’
respectively. Without the interaction analysis, the average precision was
75.7% dropped by 16.3%, whereas the average recall rate was 74.7%
decreased by 18.4% (Figure 4.21). The performance loss was salient with
dump trucks and the interpretation errors of ‘idling’ increased
remarkably for the dump trucks. This made the recall rates for dump
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trucks dropped by 38.91%. In addition, the method without the
knowledge-based system was not able to provide detailed information
whether excavators are ‘loading’ or ‘soil-managing, which is crucial for
match-factor calculation and direct work rate measurement.

Figure 4.21 Comparative analysis of the performances with and without
interaction analysis.

4.3.3. Discussions
The experimental results showed that the developed method had
acceptable performance in interpreting the interactions and activity types
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of construction objects. Quantitatively, the knowledge-based system (for
interaction analysis) categorized the various types of equipment
activities with 91.4% precision and 92.3% recall rate. Interestingly, the
performance of interaction analysis and activity recognition was similar
to that of action recognition although the input of the knowledge-based
system is the result of the CNN-DLSTM model, which means that its
outliers or noisy results can have negative impacts on the interaction
analysis. It can be explained with the operating patterns of earthmoving
equipment and the process of knowledge-based reasoning. Earthmoving
excavators are ‘loading’ with any type of actions of ‘digging’, ‘hauling’,
‘dumping’, and ‘swinging’, and therefore the knowledge-based system
was designed to categorize activity types as ‘loading’ for all the actions.
This enables to correct misclassification of the CNN-DLSTM model
among those four actions; for instance, the knowledge-based system was
able to well-classify the ‘loading’ activity (Figure 4.22(b)) although the
CNN-DLSTM incorrectly identified the excavator’s action as ‘dumping’
(ground truth: ‘hauling’) (Figure 4.22(b)).
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Figure 4.22 Recognition results. (a) errors of individual action
recognition by CNN-DLSTM. (b) interaction analysis and activity
recognition results.

In the experiments, it was also found that the interaction analysis
has significant positive impacts on the activity identification. Figure 4.20
displays that the proposed framework (with the interaction analysis) has
an ability to successfully classify activity types of ‘stopping’ dump trucks,
which is crucial for operation time estimation. As shown in Figure
4.20(a), interactions and activity types of equipment were continuously
identified correct from the image frame

= 248 to

= 308. Based

on the co-existence, proximity, and action consistency conditions, the

framework classified some of ‘stopping’ dump trucks as ‘loading’
(Figure 4.20(b)). It was also possible to determine whether excavators
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‘work’ alone or together. This insight can be used for match-factor (the
ratio of truck arrivals to available excavator service rates) calculation and
resource allocations. Moreover, illustrate the advantages of considering
the interactive operations between two equipment. In Figure 4.23, while
the ‘stopping’ dump truck for loading was correctly classified as ‘loading’
(filling soil from the excavator) with the interaction analysis, the dump
truck was incorrectly classified as ‘idling’ when the knowledge-based
system was opted out. Also, the activity types of excavators were
determined as not ‘loading’ but ‘soil-managing’, which is crucial when
measuring cycle time and direct work rate. The quantitative results in
Figure 4.21 show the knowledge-based system obtained a significant
performance gain (16.3% for precision and 18.4% for recall rate) with
the interaction analysis. The results also denoted that the developed
framework was capable of interpreting the one-to-one interactions and
enhancing the performance with the interaction analysis.
The group interactions can be also successfully analyzed with the
developed approach. Figure 4.20 displays that the approach correctly
identified both one-to-one interactions and group interactions. At the
image frame

= 9 in Figure 4.20(c), the excavator in the left-hand side

handed soil over to the dump truck located within the operating
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proximity and their activity types were determined as ‘loading’. The
other excavator and its nearest dump truck co-existed within the predefined proximity; however, they were ‘idling’ since the individual
action of excavator was ‘stopping’. Based on the identified interactions,
although the dump truck arrived at the operating zone at the image frame
= 113, the proposed method classified its operation type as ‘idling’.

The results showed that the group interactions among multiple

equipment can be effectively handled by the knowledge-based system.
Through these processes, the operation types were correctly determined
with 92.0% of precisions and 93.1% of recall rates. These results meant
that the method was able to differentiate the nearest one from multiple
dump trucks within the effective distance. As a result, ‘loading’ and
‘idling’ of dump trucks were classified even though the criteria of coexistence, proximity, and action consistency were all met.
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Figure 4.23 Predictions with (left) and without (right) the interaction
analysis for the same image frame.

The author observed three inevitable errors in the experiments. For
instance, the misclassification of the CNN-DLSTM further affected the
performance of the knowledge-based system (Figure 4.24(a)). The
‘digging’ excavator was inaccurately recognized as ‘stopping’ due to its
little change of its visual appearances in the bounding box, which implies
that their action consistency condition was not met. Another type of the
interaction analysis errors was also discovered as displayed in Figure
4.24(b). The dump truck took actions of ‘stopping’ and the excavator was
‘digging’ the soil, which meant that both the co-existence and action
consistency were met. Besides, their proximity was lower than the
threshold value of effective distance. In this case, the framework
determined they were ‘loading’ with interaction. In the figure, however,
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the excavator was preparing to load soil to another dump truck, not with
the tracked dump truck in the frame that was already filled with soil.
These possible side effects can be reduced by considering the maximum
soil filling durations; for instance, the duration of excavator-to-dump
truck interactions cannot be longer than 5 min per each arrival. The other
type of analysis errors occurred when estimating the proximity between
construction objects due to the intrinsic shortcomings of 2D visual
analytics. Using 3D information instead of 2D enables one to handle
omni-directional movements of construction objects. With the 3D global
locations, the proximity condition in the object-to-object interaction
analysis can become robust to viewpoint variations. To do that,
integration with the radio-based methods such as GPS, RFID, and UWB
is also a necessary future research topic.

Figure 4.24 Errors examples. (a) effects of action recognition errors. (b)
interaction analysis errors.
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4.3.4. Conclusions
To understand interactive operations and identify activity types of
construction objects, this study designed the knowledge-based system
that analyzes their interactive aspects such as co-existence, proximity,
and action consistency; in particular, the system was customized to
interaction analysis of excavators and dump trucks. The proposed
method firstly confirmed whether excavators and dump trucks co-exist
in the same image frame. When both of them are observed in the image,
their proximity was computed based on the tracking results to check
dump trucks are standing within the effective working distance of
excavators. If this condition is also met, the knowledge-based system
finally analyzed their action consistency. This interactive aspect plays a
key role in classifying different activities of ‘loading’, ‘soil-managing’,
and ‘idling’. The interaction analysis enabled to well-classify the
following cases: (1) whether ‘stopping’ dump trucks are ‘loading’ or
‘idling’ and (2) whether ‘digging/hauling/dumping/swinging’ excavators
are ‘loading’ or ‘soil-managing’. The quantitative results also
demonstrated not only the statistical significance of the interaction
analysis but also the feasibility of the proposed method. As reported in
the experiments with and without the interaction analysis, the precisions
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and recall rates were increased by 16.3% and 18.4% respectively when
the knowledge-based system was activated.
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Chapter 5.

Multi Vision-based On-site

Information Integration

This chapter investigates a multi vision-based on-site information
integration method that combines the results of visual analytics from
multiple cameras installed at different locations. The information
integration can be performed by pairing same construction objects that
appeared in different cameras. For that purpose, a few studies have
attempted to develop multi vision-based object matching algorithms and
provided an encouraging proof-of-concept in complex construction
environments. However, prior works only analyzed visual features and
physical movements (e.g., velocity, locations) of construction objects
and did not take into account queueing discipline natures of construction
operations, e.g., First-In First-Out (FIFO) and Last-In First-Out
operating rules. This operational context is significant because most
construction operations can be regarded as queueing systems where
client entities (e.g., dump trucks) arrive for a given service, wait for its
service order, is served by server entities (e.g., excavators). In this system,
queueing discipline can be defined as a rule that determines the service
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priority of client entities, e.g., loading orders of dump trucks. In the case
of earthmoving operations, the sequence of loading activities is the same
as the sequence of dump truck arrivals at jobsites, i.e., FIFO (Figure 5.1).
This queueing discipline can play a critical role in matching same
construction objects since they have diverse visual features and dynamic
movements, which makes the object matching difficult and challenging,
especially for dump trucks. To overcome such challenge, this dissertation
proposes a multi vision-based on-site information integration method
that considers the queueing discipline natures of construction operations.

Figure 5.1 Queueing system perspective on earthmoving operations.
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5.1.

Proposed

Method:

Queueing

Discipline-based

Construction Object Matching
Figure 5.1 shows the workflows of proposed model that matches
same construction entities by analyzing queueing disciplines of
construction operations. The method consists of three main processes: (1)
entity arrival detection, (2) queueing discipline analysis, and (3) onservice detection and entity matching. In this study, the queueing
discipline model is built and customized to dump trucks by the following
reasons. Since they have dynamic movements much more than
excavators, vision-based systems usually face great difficulties in
identifying same dump trucks observed in different cameras. In addition,
excavators generally stand still within a certain area (e.g., loading zones)
and do not frequently move out from a single camera’s FOV, which
indicates that there is a less need for multi vision-based object matching.
Technical details of each process are explained in the following sections.
First, arrivals of construction entities, i.e., dump trucks’ arrivals at
entry zones, are detected. To classify whether a new dump truck appears
or not, the continuity of its occurrences, i.e., the tracking results, are
analyzed. If a dump truck is continuously tracked more than

image

frames, it can be interpreted that it has appeared in the camera 1’s FOV
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(i.e., birth of a new dump truck). In the case that the dump truck was not
observed during more than

image frames, it is determined that it

disappeared and may reappear in the other camera 2 installed at the
loading zone, which is called death of a dump truck. This temporal
reasoning enables to effectively address outliers or noisy results of the
visual object tracking algorithms because the results for non-target
objects or backgrounds do not remain longer than certain time durations,
i.e.,

and/or

image frames. Nonetheless, it would be difficult to

detect whether a dump truck is traveling-in or traveling-out in the camera
1 (installed at the entry/exit zone) because the method only considers the
temporal contexts of tracking results. To overcome such limitation, this
research builds on an evolutionary

-nearest neighbors (

-NN)

algorithm. Since the

-NN is a process of assigning a new observation

to the class of its

closest neighbors in the feature space, it can

determine whether dump trucks are traveling-in or traveling-out based
on the previous observations, i.e., births and deaths of dump trucks in the
camera 1. The feature space is determined as the moving directions of
heavy equipment in 2D images and the 2D locations of object’s births
and deaths. Concretely, the moving directions are represented with the
rotation angle between the 2D locations of birth and death, and the 2D
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location refers to the centroid of tracking bounding box (see Figure 5.2).
In such a feature space ( ,

,

,

, ω) , the

-NN algorithm

calculates the Euclidean distances between a new observation and
previous data points to find the

closest ones; the value of

is

allocated with 5 in this study. The algorithm then computes the weights
of the nearest points according to their distances giving greater weight to
closer neighbors (the inverse of distance), and eventually assigns the
class of the new observations (i.e., traveling-in or traveling-out) by
voting the distance-based weights. In addition, the results of the new
observations are stored in the algorithm database, and thereby the

-NN

model can evolve and adapt to changes of dynamic jobsite environments,
e.g. the 2D locations of object births and deaths can vary with site-layout
changes over time.
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Figure 5.2 Concepts for classifying traveling-in and traveling-out.

Next, the results of entity births and deaths in the camera 1 are then
fed into the queueing discipline model (Figure 5.1). The model
memorizes not only the objects’ local IDs but also the sequence and
moments (i.e., image frame) of its births and deaths. This information is
further used to determine the sequence of service priority, i.e., dump
trucks’ soil-filling orders, because they are generally loaded by an
excavator one-by-one; although the model was built for a First-In First134

Out queueing system, it can be customized to other queueing disciplines
such as Last-In First-Out and Priority. Using such information stacked in
the discipline model, it is also possible to pair the dump truck that
appeared in the different cameras.
Last, to detect the on-service status, the results of interaction
analysis are examined. When a new dump truck performs loading
activities by interacting with an excavator in the camera 2, it is inferred
that the dump truck is being served by the excavator. Based on such onservice detection, it is then possible to identify the service order of client
entities and match the same entities that have the corresponding service
priority memorized in the queueing discipline model. Once the object
matching is processed, the information of the paired dump truck is
dequeued from the model to avoid inference errors in the next matching
processes.

5.2. Experimental Results and Analysis
To evaluate the proposed method, this study conducted two
different experiments: one with queueing discipline analysis and the
other without queueing discipline analysis. By comparatively analyzing
those two cases, we can confirm both applicability and practicality of the
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method and positive effects of the queueing discipline analysis. The
authors installed digital cameras at an actual earthmoving site and
recorded video-stream data. When installing optical cameras at
construction sites, the authors followed a systematic camera placement
framework developed in Chapter 3. A total of six cameras were installed
at three entry zones and three loading zones. Figure 5.3 shows the sitelayout and the installation locations, and Figure 5.4 displays examples of
the video data collected. As a result, a total of 247,416 image frames,
representing approximately 68 minutes of operation, was collected from
the six cameras with the resolution of 720 × 1280 pixels and the frame
rate of 10 fps.
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Figure 5.3 Site-layout and camera-installation locations.
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Figure 5.4 Examples of video data collected from three different
entry/exist zones and loading zones.

5.2.1. Performance of the Proposed Method
Table 5.1 presents quantitative experimental results of the proposed
object matching method based on queueing discipline analysis. The
performance metrics were determined with the matching accuracies of
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93%, 100%, and 100% for each zone respectively (Table 5.1). The
overall matching accuracy was 97.3% and it means that the proposed
method was able to correctly match 36 dump trucks among a total 37
pairs. The matching error occurred when the dump truck relocated its
position during the loading activity; it means that the one loading activity
was incorrectly detected twice since the dump truck-to-excavator
interactions were observed twice. However, this mismatching can be
recovered by considering the number of dump trucks memorized in the
queueing discipline model. In the case that the interaction is detected
when there were no more dump trucks stacked in the queueing model, it
can be interpreted that the loading activity was double counted.

Table 5.1 Experimental results of object matching.
Correctly
Matched
Pairs

Total Pairs

Matching
Accuracy

Zone 1

13

14

93%

Zone 2

11

11

100%

Zone 3

12

12

100%

Total

36

37

97.3%
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5.2.2. Performance with and without Queueing Discipline
Analysis
Apart from the validity of the proposed method, the author also
found significant influences of the queueing discipline analysis
significantly influences on the performance of object matching. To
produce the prediction results without the queueing discipline analysis,
the object matching was simplified to the assignment problem. The
assignment problem is a fundamental combinatorial optimization
problem that finds the optimal matching between agents (i.e., dump
trucks in entry zones) and tasks (i.e., dump trucks in loading zones)
where the sum of the edge costs (i.e., similarity differences) is as large
as possible. In this matching problem, the agents and tasks can be
represented with the visual appearances (i.e., CNN responses) of dump
trucks in the entry and loading zones respectively. The weights of the
edges are basically allocated as the Euclidean distances between the
feature vectors. To avoid irrational matching cases (e.g., an object in
entry zones is paired with the other object in loading zones after one
hour), however, the weights of the edges are replaced with a arbitrarily
large number (e.g., 100,000) where the time differences between two
cases are greater than a certain threshold value; the value was optimized
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in the author’s heuristic experiments. To solve the defined problem, this
research adapted one of the most popular and outstanding optimization
algorithms, i.e., the Hungarian algorithm. This is because the
applicability of this algorithm has been extensively validated to address
the assignment problems as well as previous study have also shown its
high potential for matching construction entities that appeared in
different cameras (Zhang et al. 2018a). In the author’s experiments, the
matching performance was impressively decreased from 97.3% to 43.2%
when considering only the visual and spatio-temporal features. This
implied that the queueing discipline had striking positive impacts on the
performance of object matching.

5.3. Discussions
The experimental results demonstrated that the developed method
had remarkable performance in paring construction objects that appeared
in multiple cameras installed at different locations. Quantitatively, the
method paired the dump trucks with the average accuracy of 97.3%,
which indicates that 36 out of 37 dump trucks were successfully matched.
Figure 5.5 displays that the proposed method had an ability to precisely
identify the same dump trucks, which is crucial for continuous
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productivity monitoring. As shown in Figure 5.5, it was possible to
continuously recognize the two dump trucks (with the similar visual
features, i.e., white colors) that arrive at entry zone and loading zone and
interact with the excavator in order from the image frame

= 1657 to

= 11447. To be specific, in the entry zone, the first and second dump

trucks appeared at the image frame

= 1657 and

= 4257

respectively (Figure 5.5). This sequence information was memorized in
the queueing discipline model and finally used to identify the same
objects. Once the dump truck-to-excavator interactions were detected at
the image frame

= 8252 in the loading zone, the proposed method

paired the dump truck (that are being loaded by the excavator) with the
entity that firstly appeared in the entry zone at

= 1657 (Figure 5.5).

Similarly, the second entity was correctly matched with the dump truck
interacting with the excavator at
frame

= 8252 and

= 11447. In addition, at the image

= 11447, the proposed method was able to

classify the dump truck whether they have the same/different colors (i.e.,
white and blue colors). These results denote that the queueing discipline
analysis enables to identify the same construction objects although they
are visually similar or different and their movements (e.g., location,
velocity, and acceleration) are dynamically changing.
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Figure 5.5 Example of object matching results.

The results also showed the dramatic impacts of queueing discipline
analysis on the matching of the dump trucks. Figure 5.6 shows the
examples of matching results when considering only the visual features
and spatio-temporal constraints of dump trucks. Generally, the
assignment algorithms experienced a big difficulty in paring same dump
trucks that appeared in the entry and loading zones. Most of matching
errors occurred when different dump trucks have very similar visual
features (e.g., colors).
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Figure 5.6 Experimental results of object matching without queueing
discipline analysis.

5.4. Conclusions
This chapter presented a multi vision-based on-site information
integration method that combines the results of visual analytics (i.e.,
construction objects, individual actions, and interactions) from multiple
cameras installed at different locations. The on-site information was
integrated through matching same construction objects that were
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observed in different cameras. More specifically, this research built the
novel model that interprets the queueing discipline natures of
construction operations; for example, dump trucks (client entities) arrive
for a given service, wait for its service order, is loaded by excavators
(server entities). In the model, the dump trucks’ arrivals were detected in
the entry zone and memorized in the queueing discipline model. Based
on the arrival sequence memorized, the dump trucks were paired when
the corresponding service orders (i.e., interactions with excavators and
loading activities) are detected. The experimental results supported not
only the feasibility of the proposed method but also the statistical
significance of the queueing discipline analysis. As observed in the
experiments with and without the queueing discipline analysis, the
matching accuracy was increased by 54.1% when the queueing
disciplines were incorporated. With the benefits of the proposed method,
this study made the following contributions. First, to understand and
consider construction domain knowledge into the vision-based system,
the author identified critical elements of queueing discipline natures of
construction operations, e.g., First-In First-Out for earthmoving
operations. Second, this research introduced the new queueing discipline
analysis framework that automatically pairs same construction objects
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by incorporating the domain-specific knowledge. Third, the framework
can eventually contribute to the automated on-site information
integration and multi vision-based construction site monitoring.
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Chapter 6.

Experimental Results and
Discussions

This chapter describes the detailed validation processes and results
of the proposed methodology. The author conducted experiments using
video stream data collected from an actual construction site and expert
interviews in order to confirm the both technical feasibility and
practicality of this research. Figure 5.3 illustrates the site-layout of the
construction site where the video was recorded. The project had
proceeded to construct Cheonan-Asan highway in South Korea. The
jobsite scale was 500m × 600m, and six CCTV cameras were installed
at different entry/exit and loading zones according to the camera
placement framework introduced in Chapter 3. The total length of video
data was 68 minutes of earthmoving operations, and its resolution and
frame rate were 720 × 1280 pixels and 10 fps respectively; this is the
same video data with the data used in Chapter 5. At the construction site,

there was one excavator in each loading zone (total three loading zones
as shown in Figure 5.3), and each excavator was responsible for loading
soil to multiple number of dump trucks: seven, six, and seven trucks for
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zone 1, 2, and 3 respectively; the excavators had the bucket size of 1.5
and the payload and the filling capacity of dump trucks were 25 and
17

. Apart from the technical validity, the author also conducted semi-

structured and face-to-face interviews with construction practitioners to
confirm the practicality of this research. The results of each validation
process are explained in the following sections.

6.1. Key Indicators for Construction Site Monitoring:
Earthmoving Productivity
Through the developed methodology described from Chapter 3 to
Chapter 5, it is eventually possible to extract the on-site information and
monitor a large-scale of construction sites. Since this study focuses on
earthmoving productivity monitoring, the author firstly identifies key
performance

indicators

that

explain

operational

efficiency

of

earthmoving equipment and provide in-depth insights to site managers
based on the findings of Chapter 2 and previous studies. The concepts of
the key indicators and the technical approaches are as below.



Operating time: Operating time is a fundamental indicator used to
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derive other productivity information as well as estimate equipment’s
production efficiency (Department of the Army 2000). As explained
in Chapter 2, the operating time can be further detailed depending on
types of equipment actions and activities. To estimate the durations,
it is required to detect the start and end times of each operations
(activity: ‘loading’, ‘soil-managing’, ‘traveling’, and ‘idling’; action:
“digging’, ‘hauling’, ‘dumping’, ‘swinging’, ‘moving’, and
‘stopping’). This research adapts a concept of temporal discretization
to analyze the continuity of each operation and filter out outliers or
noisy results of the action recognition and interaction analysis. In
detail, the start time is determined when a certain operation (e.g.,
‘loading’, ‘digging’) continues over

image frames and its end

time is the same as the start time of another operation (e.g., ‘idling’,
‘hauling’).



Interarrival time and service time: Interarrival time means the time
between each arrival (of dump trucks) into the production system (i.e.,
loading worksites) and the next, and it can be estimated as the time
interval between the births of consecutive arrivals of dump trucks in
images collected from a camera installed at entry zones. Service time
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is the time required for an excavator to finish loading soil to a dump
truck, which is the same as the loading time. The two indicators are
one of the most important information for understanding the
performance of queueing system (Akhavian and Behzadan 2014;
Pradhananga and Teizer 2015).



Cycle time: Cycle time is defined as the total time required to
complete one cycle of an operation, and it is a commonly used
measure when evaluating repetitive construction production
processes including earthmoving operations (Korea Institute of Civil
Engineering and Building Technology 2019; Peurifoy et al. 2018).
For excavators, cycle time is the time duration to excavate soil and
hand it over to a dump truck once; it can be estimated as the time
duration of an operation cycle of ‘digging’, ‘hauling’, ‘dumping’, and
‘swinging’. In the case of dump trucks, cycle time is the sum of the
loading time, the hauling time, the dumping time, and the returning
time. Since the scope of this dissertation is limited to the loading
worksites, this information is approximated based on the interarrival
time and the total number of dump trucks in a given earthmoving site.
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The number of dump trucks loaded: According to the author’s
interviews with construction experts engaging in earthmoving
projects, the number of dump trucks loaded is generally used to
measure the soil amount excavated and transported in a daily and/or
weekly basis since it can indicate the production output of both
excavators and dump trucks. To count the number of dump trucks
loaded, it is required to detect the start and end times of ‘loading’
activities as consistent with the operating times.



Direct work rate (DWR): Direct work rate is the ratio of the time
spent on direct work (i.e., productive duration) to the total operating
time (i.e., the sum of productive, semi-productive, and unproductive
durations), which refers to the level of jobsite efficiency (Korea
Institute of Civil Engineering and Building Technology 2019;
Peurifoy et al. 2018). Based on the production statues identified in
Chapter 2, it can be simply computed using the operating times
measured for ‘loading’, ‘soil-managing’, ‘traveling’, and ‘idling’.



Match-factor: Match-factor is the ratio of the excavator productivity
to the dump truck productivity (Burt and Caccetta 2007), which can
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be calculated by Eq. 6.1. Since it is regarded as a measure of
equipment compatibility in practice, site managers can decide the
number and specifications of input equipment (Peurifoy et al. 2018).
ℎ–
where
a given jobsite,
and

=

×

Eq. (6.1)

is the number of each equipment working in
implies the loading time of excavators,
means the cycle time of dump trucks.

The derived indicators are exploited and mixed to measure and
analyze productivity from various perspectives in this study. However, it
is worth mentioning that other performance metrics can be used or
introduced depending on jobsite-specific monitoring purposes.

6.2. Performance Evaluation of Construction Site
Monitoring Methodology: Earthmoving Productivity
Table 6.1 provides the experimental results including the estimated
performance indicators (by the proposed method), ground truths, and
error rates for the following on-site information: operating time, average
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interarrival time, average service time, average cycle time, the number
of dump trucks loaded, DWR, and match-factor. For the operating times,
the action durations of excavators and dump trucks were successfully
estimated with the error rates of 3.2% and 3.9%, and the error rates for
the activity durations were 3.6% and 6.6% for excavators and dump
trucks respectively. The average interarrival and service times, which are
the key information for evaluating the operational efficiency of queueing
systems, can be measured with the error rates of 2.7% and 4.7% (Figure
6.1). In the case of cycle time, its error rates were 9.4% and 2.0% for
excavators and dump trucks. The production output of earthmoving
operations, i.e., the number of dump trucks loaded, was also successfully
counted (estimated value: 38 trucks, ground truth: 37 trucks).

Figure 6.1 Estimated results and ground truths for loading time and idling
time.
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Besides, significant positive impacts of the multi vision sensing and
analytics were also observed. When extracting the on-site information
only from the three cameras installed at the loading zones (i.e., in the
case of the single vision-based monitoring of each working zone), the
performance of information extraction was remarkably decreased.
Particularly, the single vision-based approach experienced a great
difficulty in capturing the on-site information of dump trucks. The
average error rates of idling and interarrival times were extremely
increased to 68.9% and 43.68% respectively; it may be because they are
frequently occluded by other objects and/or out of camera’s FOV, and
therefore it is not possible to observe from the FOVs of the single
cameras (see Figure 6.2). This naturally lowered the estimation
accuracies of other performance indicators such as DWR, cycle time, and
match-factor. Quantitatively, the error rates of DWR and cycle time were
extremely increased by 20.6% and 31.8% respectively. These results
denoted that the multi vision sensing and analytics has remarkable
positive impacts on capturing the on-site information and can enhance
the performance of jobsite visual monitoring.
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Figure 6.2 Example cases of construction objects that are invisible from
cameras
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Table 6.1 Experimental results of the proposed method.
Zone 1
Estimated
Results

Excavator
Action

Dump
Truck

Operating
Time
(No. of
Frames)

Zone 2

Ground
Truth

Error Rate Estimated
(%)
Results

Zone 3

Ground
Truth

Error Rate Estimated
(%)
Results

Construction Site (Zone1-3)

Ground
Truth

Error Rate Estimated
(%)
Results

Ground
Truth

Error Rate
(%)

Dig

21,049

20,541

2.47

26,170

25,634

2.09

21,815

21,755

0.28

69,034

67,930

1.63

Haul

4,767

4,552

4.72

3,658

3,916

6.59

4,230

4,213

0.40

12,655

12,681

0.21

Dump

5,259

5,546

5.17

5,851

5,273

10.96

6,715

6,608

1.62

17,825

17,427

2.28

Swing

5,244

5,500

4.65

4,964

5,643

12.03

4,640

4,802

3.37

14,848

15,945

6.88

Move

385

379

1.58

656

681

3.67

685

753

9.03

1,726

1,813

4.80

Stop

3,285

3,471

5.36

2,420

2,572

5.91

1,915

1,869

2.46

7,620

7,912

3.69

Move

17,331

15,784

9.80

7,084

6,712

5.54

15,035

14,483

3.81

39,450

36,979

6.68

Stop

96,212

97,759

1.58

55,202

55,574

0.67

55,872

56,424

0.98

207,286

209,757

1.18

31,692

31,210

1.54

27,004

26,666

1.27

22,216

21,308

4.26

80,912

79,184

2.18

4,536

4,838

6.24

13,639

13,800

1.17

15,184

16,070

5.51

33,359

34,708

3.89

Load
SoilExcavator manage
Travel

385

379

1.58

656

681

3.67

685

753

9.03

1,726

1,813

4.80

Idle

3,285

3,471

5.36

2,420

2,572

5.91

1,915

1,869

2.46

7,620

7,912

3.69

Load

39,278

37,210

5.56

37,639

35,666

5.53

39,796

38,308

3.88

116,713

111,184

4.97

Travel

17,331

15,784

9.80

7,084

6,712

5.54

15,035

14,483

3.81

39,450

36,979

6.68

Idle

56,934

60,549

5.97

17,563

19,908

11.78

16,076

18,116

11.26

90,573

98,573

8.12

79.4%

78.2%

1.2

61.8%

61.0%

0.8

56.3%

53.3%

3.0

65.5%

64.1%

1.4

49.8%

46.7%

3.1

71.8%

68.0%

3.8

77.3%

74.5%

2.8

63.3%

60.0%

3.3

57.5%

54.9%

2.6

67.7%

65.1%

2.6

69.7%

66.8%

2.9

64.0%

61.4%

3.6

Average Interarrival Time (sec)

406

397

2.37

418

432

3.03

360

394

8.43

395

406

2.66

Average Service time (sec)

280

297

5.84

342

312

9.85

331

293

13.18

314

300

4.71

Average Cycle Time Excavator
(sec)
Dump Truck

171

158

0.08

194

181

0.08

283

255

0.11

216

198

0.09

1,523

1,600

0.05

2,122

2,200

0.04

2,292

2,200

0.04

1,936

1,977

0.02

15

14

7.14

11

11

0.00

12

12

0.00

38

37

2.70

1.23

1.3

0.07

0.93

0.85

0.08

1.05

0.93

0.12

1.08

1.01

0.07

Activity
Dump
Truck
Excavator

Direct Work Rate (%) Dump Truck
Total

No. of Dump Trucks Loaded
Match-factor
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6.3. Industrial Applications
The experimental results showed that the developed methodology
had acceptable performance in capturing the target on-site information
from site videos and monitoring a large-scale of construction sites. Based
on the information extracted, project managers can make project-control
decisions through further in-depth analysis. For instance, by analyzing
the DWR and match-factor, practitioners can understand the current
operational performance of input resources and perform decisionmakings related to resource allocation. In the zone 1, the DWR difference
between excavators and dump trucks was significantly high (excavators:
79.4%, dump trucks: 49.8%) (Table 6.1), which means that the dump
trucks are overloaded to the excavator and this resource-workload
imbalance might cause the excessive idling time of dump trucks. In the
experiments, the ratio of idling time to total operating time was 50.1%
and the match-factor was discovered as 1.23 (Table 6.1). It may be
believed that we can increase the operational efficiency of construction
operations by reducing the number of dump trucks from the zone 1. In
order to determine how many trucks should be reduced, the author
attempted to find the proper number of trucks that makes the matchfactor become nearly or slightly larger than one as consistent with our
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rule of thumb; a value-adding activity (i.e., loading activity) can be
carried out in the case that an excavator and a dump truck are interacting
and another dump truck is waiting at the same time, whereas it would not
be available if an excavator is waiting for a new dump truck’s arrival.
Consequently, it was found that the match-factor was changed from 1.23
to 1.05 when the number of trucks is set as 6, and it can be interpreted
that the operational productivity is improved by reallocating the input
resources.
In addition to the data analytics and insight-deriving processes, this
research also conducted semi-structured and face-to-face interviews with
construction experts to confirm the practicality of the proposed approach.
A total of 18 experts were interviewed in accordance with their
organization types (i.e., owners, construction management firms, and
contractors and subcontractors), position and duty, and professional
experiences. Most of interviewees were engaged in different project
types, i.e., road construction, new-town development, factory
construction, highway construction, university-campus construction, and
office building construction. Among 19 interviewees, 13 experts (from
five different project) were highly interested in introducing the
automated vision-based construction site monitoring systems to their
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projects. It was mainly because there were existing camera network
systems in the three construction jobsites and they had experienced great
difficulties in processing a large amount of video data and monitoring
construction sites remotely. They expected that the vision system can
significantly reduce their costs and time required for the manual
monitoring. They further mentioned that the proposed system can be
utilized for jobsite-specific purposes. For example, practitioners
(engaged in the new-town development project) would like to identify
root-causes for the performance deviations of earthmoving operations
since the actual productivity was much lower than expected and the
project was suffering from pressure to meet the project schedule. The
interviewees from the factory construction project were favorable to
applying the vision systems to safety monitoring, e.g., PPE-wearingstate detection. For that purpose, they already allocated a considerable
amount of project costs to employing flagmen and safety managers, and
therefore were interested in substituting their roles with the automated
system.
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6.4.

Further

Applications

on

Onboard

Sensors:

Expandability of Proposed Methodology
This study further carried out additional experiments using data
collected from onboard visual and motion sensors (i.e., cameras and
gyroscope and accelerometers) mounted on construction objects in order
to evaluate the technical expandability of the proposed methodology.
Among the algorithms developed, the author tested the performance of
the two types of CNN-LSTM and LSTM models since they are one of
the most advanced algorithms and have great abilities to understand
visual and motion features in 2D images. First, the author collected video
data from the open video-sharing website, i.e., YouTube (search keyword:
“excavator cab view”). As a result, a total of 14 video datasets with
45,536 image frames and 76 min of loading operations were recorded.
The resolution and frame rate were 270 × 480 pixels and 10 fps
respectively. Table 6.2 presents the experimental results of action

recognition of earthmoving excavators implemented by the CNN-LSTM
model. The built CNN-LSTM model successfully classified the
operation types performed by excavators with the precision and recall
rate of 94.4% and 94.8% respectively. Figure 6.3 shows sequential
operations of the excavator, ‘digging à hauling à dumping à
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swinging’, were continuously monitored from the

= 185 to

=

355 image frame by the developed model. These results indicated that

the CNN-LSTM model has an ability to capture important visual features
and classify the operation types of earthmoving excavators from onboard
visual sensors.
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Table 6.2 Confusion matrix of CNN-LSTM model.
Predicted Label

Confusion
Matrix

Dig

Haul

Dump

Swing

Move

Stop

Dig

2,795

6

0

23

3

3

Haul

30

1,296

29

0

7

0

True

Dump

0

2

1,166

8

2

0

Label

Swing

29

0

30

1,229

0

0

Move

20

0

4

0

151

0

Stop

1

0

0

0

0

17

Figure 6.3 Experimental results of excavator action recognition using
onboard visual sensors.
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Next, this study analyzed the smartphone sensor data used in the
previous research for excavator cycle time estimation (Kim et al. 2018a).
A total of 10,000 observations and approximately 17 min of loading
operations were recorded with the sampling rate of 10 Hz. Table 6.3
shows the confusion matrix of action recognition using the LSTM model
(sequential pattern analysis of excavator motions, i.e., accelerations and
rotations). The model had the potential for identifying the operations
types of excavators with the precision and recall rate of 77.4% and 77.3%
respectively. Most of recognition errors were observed when classifying
the ‘digging’ and ‘stopping’ actions. It is mainly because excavators can
show similar sequential motion patterns in those two cases; to be specific,
‘digging’ excavators usually move their buckets but their main bodies
are stationary (i.e., ‘stopping’), which means that the IoT sensors
attached to excavator bodies cannot detect the bucket’s motions.
However, these errors can be addressed by gathering more IoT datasets
in the future.
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Table 6.3 Confusion matrix of LSTM model.
Predicted Label

Confusion
Matrix

Dig

Haul

Dump

Swing

Move

Stop

Dig

179

7

6

3

9

27

Haul

11

55

2

0

0

0

True

Dump

4

9

63

5

2

0

Label

Swing

6

0

4

22

4

0

Move

15

0

2

1

64

1

Stop

14

3

0

0

1

81

In short, the results of equipment-onboard sensor data analytics
demonstrated that the operational contexts and research methodology
introduced in this dissertation can be further extended to other types of
sensing technologies.
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Chapter 7.

Conclusions

This chapter summarizes and discusses achievements, findings, and
contributions of this research. Recommendations for future work
stemming from this research are also provided.

7.1. Summary and Contributions
For the purpose of construction site monitoring, practitioners have
directly visited construction sites and observed worksites manually.
Since the manual processes are labor-intensive and time-consuming,
many studies have investigated a computer vision-based method that
automatically extracts on-site information from jobsite videos. However,
previous approaches did not fully incorporate unique operational
contexts of construction sites although such domain knowledge plays an
important role in capturing on-site information from jobsite videos and
can enhance the level of information detail and accuracies. In addition,
prior works focused on a single vision-based approach that captures onsite information from video stream recorded by only one camera, and
therefore it was not possible to monitor the whole jobsites and obtain
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target information continuously. To address the drawbacks, this
dissertation proposed a multi vision-based construction site monitoring
methodology via operational context analysis. To this end, this
dissertation identified the critical elements that explain the operational
contexts of construction sites for multi vision-based jobsite monitoring.
By considering the identified elements, it characterized the novel
technical framework that automatically extracts the on-site information
such as construction objects (i.e., object types, IDs, and locations),
individual actions, and interactions. Also, this research introduced the
new novel methodology that analyzes jobsite videos collected from
multiple cameras placed at different locations, which is called a multi
vision-based construction site monitoring; to the best of the author’s
knowledge, this is the first attempt to integrate the visual analytics
derived from multiple cameras in the field of construction site
monitoring. The methodology can contribute to automated data-driven
jobsite monitoring and support project-control decisions such as
cost/time estimation, resource allocation, scheduling, and work
sequencing. Through the monitoring processes, it is also possible to
enhance our understanding on the complex relationships between
construction production and input resources.
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7.2. Improvement Opportunities and Future Research
While this work presented important steps towards multi visual
sensing and analytics for construction site monitoring, there are still
some research opportunities and future research challenges to be
addressed as follows.


The scope of this research was limited to productivity monitoring of
earthmoving projects. Future studies can extend the proposed
methodology to other monitoring purposes (e.g., safety, quality) or
different projects types (e.g., finishing). It is then available to derive
more various operational contexts to be incorporated into the visionbased systems. For instance, despite the information saturation
observed in the Chapter 3, additional expert interviews and case
studies may have possibilities to discover crucial but hidden aspects
to be considered for camera placement on construction jobsites.



In the 4.1. Construction Object Tracking, this research made efforts
to tackle the problems of developing a training database, which
requires excessive time and labor input. However, the proposed
method still requires a certain amount of training data to generate
robust deep learning models for action recognition (4.2. Individual
Action Recognition). This challenge can be further handled by recent
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advanced vision-based algorithm such as zero-shot or one-shot
learning, which have possibilities to learn information about the
object categories from one or only a few training samples. In addition
to such technical approaches, construction researchers need to
develop and share public benchmark datasets that can be used as a
baseline for future studies.


In the author’s opinion, the ultimate goal of vision-based monitoring
is to aware and understand the dynamic and complex natures of
construction sites from visual data beyond human comprehension.
However, most studies have concentrated on developing visionbased systems that captures only the on-site information of
construction objects, their individual actions, and object-to-object
interactions. Thus, it is still challenging to understand the jobsite
environments (e.g., holes on worksites) that are one of the most
critical information for construction site monitoring. To address such
challenges, construction researchers should exploit the current stateof-the-art computer vision algorithms, e.g., scene understanding, and
explore the future research directions in the area of automated
construction site monitoring.
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By carefully addressing the aforementioned challenges, the author
expects that the automated vision-based jobsite monitoring can be
realized in future construction projects.
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국문 초록

건설현장 자동 모니터링: 토공 생산성 향상을
위한 다중영상기반의 작업특성 분석
김진우

서울대학교 대학원
건설환경공학부
건설프로젝트를 성공적으로 수행하기 위해서는 복잡하고
시시각각 변화하는 현장의 상황을 올바르게 이해하고 생산성,
안전성, 공정률 등 작업성과를 분석하는 모니터링 과정이 매우
중요하다. 최근 건설 실무자들은 현장에 디지털 카메라를 설치하고
수집되는 영상을 관찰함으로써 모니터링을 진행하고 있다. 그러나
원격 모니터링의 시간/비용적 문제를 해결하기 위해서 많은
연구자들은 사람의 눈과 상황인식과정을 모사하는 컴퓨터비전
기술을 개발하고 현장에서 그 적용 가능성을 보여주었다. 하지만
기존의
연구는
카메라
설치를
위한
실무적
제약조건,
건설프로세스의 작업패턴 등 현장의 고유한 작업특성을 충분히
고려하지 않았고, 카메라 한 대의 영상을 분석하는 단일
영상모니터링 접근방법에 초첨을 맞추었기 때문에 대규모
건설현장을 모니터링하는 데 한계가 있다.

이를 해결하기 위해서 본 연구는 작업특성을 고려한
다중영상기반의 건설현장 모니터링 방법론을 제안한다. 특히,
건설프로젝트
총
예산과
비용에
상당한
영향을
미치고
현장관리자의 주요 관리대상인 토공작업의 생산성을 중심으로
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연구를 수행하였으며, 구체적인 목표는 다음과 같다. 첫째로, 전문가
인터뷰와 사례연구를 수행하여 건설현장에 카메라 배치시 고려해야
할 실무적인 특성을 이해하고 파악하였다. 둘째로, 본 연구는
건설자원, 개별적인 행동, 자원 간 상호작용 등 주요 현장정보를
자동으로
추출하는
단일영상기반의
건설현장
모니터링
프레임워크를 제안하였다. 마지막으로, 서로 다른 카메라의 영상
데이터에서 독립적으로 분석된 결과를 연계하고 전체 현장의
작업성과를 이해하는 다중영상기반의 현장정보 통합 방법을
제시한다.

제안된
방법론을
검증하기
위해서
본
연구는
실제
건설현장에서 수집된 영상 데이터를 이용하여 실험을 수행하였다.
그 결과, 건설현장 모니터링을 위한 주요 현장정보를 자동으로
추출할 수 있었고, 본 연구에서 고려한 작업특성이 영상분석 및
현장 모니터링에 상당히 긍정적인 효과를 미치는 것을 확인하였다.

결론적으로, 본 논문은 주요 작업특성을 반영한 다중영상기반의
건설현장 모니터링 방법론을 제안하였다. 또한, 본 연구는 서로
다른 카메라에서 수집된 영상을 분석하고 연계하는 방법을
제안하였으며, 이는 건설 모니터링 분야에서 첫번째 시도이다.
제안된 방법론은 데이터 기반의 건설현장 자동 모니터링에 기여할
수 있으며, 안전성 평가, 품질관리, 공정관리 등 다양한
현장모니터링에 활용되거나 맞춤화될 수 있다. 이 같은 모니터링
과정을 통해서 건설현장과 작업의 복잡한 특성(예시: 토공량과
투입장비 간 관계)을 이해할 수 있으며, 사업비/공기 산정,
자원활용계획,
스케줄링,
작업순서
등
프로젝트
관리자의
의사결정을 효과적으로 지원할 수 있다.

주요어: 건설관리; 건설현장 모니터링; 작업특성; 다중영상분석;
토공 생산성; 컴퓨터비전
학 번: 2014-22699
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Appendix A: Systematic Camera Placement
Framework for Operation-Level Visual
Monitoring on Construction Jobsites3

In this appendix, based on the identified characteristics explained in
Chapter 3, optimization studies are further carried out to find proper
configurations of camera networks on construction sites and provide
multiple network alternatives to site managers. To this end, the author
performed problem definition and mathematical modeling and
developed a hybrid simulation-optimization method for camera
placement on construction jobsites. To evaluate the performance of the
proposed method, the case study for actual construction jobsite was
performed. The results of the case study showed the potential of the
proposed framework in finding the optimal number, types, locations, and
orientations of cameras for jobsite visual monitoring. This research has

3

This chapter is adopted from the following research paper.

Kim, J., Ham, Y, Chung, Y., and Chi, S. (2019) “Systematic Camera Placement
Framework for Operation-Level Visual Monitoring on Construction Jobsites.”
Journal of Construction Engineering and Management, 145(4), 04019019.
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three main contributions: (1) identification of critical elements to be
considered when installing fixed cameras on complex construction
jobsites, (2) development of a systematic framework for the camera
placement on the jobsites, and (3) visualization and quantification of
multiple camera network designs and their performance (i.e., total costs
and visible coverages) before installing cameras on actual jobsites.

A.1. Introduction
Today, a large amount of visual data is being collected for the
purpose of construction jobsite monitoring. The advances in Unmanned
Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), in recent years, have helped practitioners to
gather visual data regularly (e.g., daily or weekly), and to perform
project-level monitoring with ease (e.g., progress measurement) (Teizer
2015). Many researchers have also investigated innovative UAV-based
data collection/analysis methods for project-level visual monitoring
(Ham et al. 2016). Despite the benefits of UAV-based data collection and
monitoring, construction firms still need to install fixed cameras and
capture long-sequence video stream for continuous operation-level
monitoring on jobsites (Seo et al. 2015). The project-level monitoring
primarily focuses on issues concerning the performance of output
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production (e.g., work amount of formwork), whereas it does not capture
the performance of input resources in detail (e.g., idle time of workers)
(Yang et al. 2015a). In contrast, continuous visual data collected by fixed
cameras involves the information of input resources such as workers’
activities. The continuous monitoring of such information enables to
measure operational efficiency (e.g., direct work rate, hourly work
amount) and/or recognize unsafe behaviors of workers and equipment
(e.g., access to dangerous zones, violation of speed limit). Thus, the
operation-level information from camera networks can help project
managers to make better project-related decisions (e.g., resource
allocations, scheduling) as well as evaluate on-site productivity and
safety.
To effectively perform the operation-level jobsite monitoring,
camera placement – which determines number, types, locations, and
orientations of fixed cameras required to sufficiently cover construction
jobsites – is one of the most important but challenging issues. According
to the authors’ interviews with construction experts who had several
experiences in installing digital cameras on jobsites, it was observed that
practitioners generally carry out the camera placement based on their
knowledge or experiences rather than systematic guidelines. Their
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decisions occasionally come with the acceptable performance of visual
monitoring (in term of camera coverage or total costs), but they often
encounter difficulties in determining proper camera configurations due
to a number of unique conditions to be considered in given complex
jobsites: for example, power supply, data transmissibility, and occlusion
effects. Those natures make the manual processes of camera placement
time-consuming and labor-intensive, and may cause performance
deviations of jobsite visual monitoring. For instance, actual coverage of
installed cameras would be different from project managers’ expectation;
as such, target monitoring regions (e.g., work zones, travel path) are
often invisible from the installed cameras. In this regard, a question could
arise as to whether certain camera placement and its coverage are the
best for visual monitoring in given jobsites. Many researchers in
academia have extensively studied the Art Gallery Problem (AGP) –
which is a well-documented open research challenge in finding the
optimum sensor network design under given constraints – for optimizing
camera placement in buildings and urban areas (Altahir et al. 2017;
Hörster and Lienhart 2006; Nguyen and Bhanu 2011; Zhao et al. 2013).
Although these early studies provide an encouraging proof-ofconcept in supporting the camera placement decisions, they have
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primarily focused on the camera placement in relatively organized
environments (e.g., building/urban areas with power accessibility) for
security/traffic monitoring. Thus, it is still challenging to determine
optimal camera configurations considering various unique conditions of
complex construction jobsites (e.g., power accessibility, facilities, and
work zones). To address such challenge, this paper proposes a new
systematic

camera

placement

framework

that

incorporates

characteristics of construction jobsites. The objective of the framework
is to determine the set of types, number, locations, and orientations of
fixed cameras that maximizes meaningful cameras’ coverages and
minimizes total costs for installing camera networks under given jobsite
constraints. This research has three main contributions: (1) identification
of critical elements to be considered when installing fixed cameras on
complex construction jobsites, (2) development of a systematic
framework for the camera placement on the jobsites, and (3)
visualization and quantification of multiple camera network designs and
their performance (i.e., total costs and visible coverages) before
installing cameras on actual jobsites.
This paper is organized as follows. After the introduction, this
paper reviews previous works on operation-level visual monitoring in
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construction jobsites and the Art Gallery Problem for camera placement.
Next, details of the proposed framework for optimizing camera
placement on construction jobsites are explained. To validate the
proposed framework, the case study and results analyses are then
performed. Finally, this paper discusses contributions and future works
in the conclusions.

A.2. Literature Review
A.2.1. Operation-Level Visual Monitoring on Construction
Jobsites
Operation-level visual monitoring is commonly conducted to
better understand on-site productivity and safety. Due to the importance,
practitioners have installed multiple fixed cameras and performed
manual observation for extracting operation-level information (e.g.,
work durations of workers allocated on a certain type of activity).
However, the human-based manual monitoring requires extra time and
costs for processing a large amount of video/image data (Kim and Chi
2017). To overcome such limitations, automated vision-based
monitoring systems and remote monitoring technologies have been
introduced to facilitate productivity and safety analysis. Many studies
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have presented vision-based equipment activity recognition methods for
equipment operation and productivity analysis. Golparvar-Fard et al.
(2013), for instance, proposed a framework that recognizes actions of
single earthmoving equipment from site video stream. The proposed
method by Kim et al. (2018b) identified activity types considering
interactions between excavators and dump trucks. Based on the
identified activities, the dirt-loading cycle time of an excavator and a
dump truck was analyzed by Rezazadeh Azar et al. (2013). Bügler et al.
(2017) also presented a method that automatically measures productivity
of earthmoving operations through photogrammetry and video analysis.
Such operational information obtained from visual analytics (e.g., direct
work rate, cycle time, etc.) has been further integrated with construction
process simulation models for estimating earthmoving productivity and
project-completion time in Kim et al. (2018a). Researchers have also
developed construction worker activity recognition methods for the
purpose of automated work sampling and productivity assessment. The
methods proposed by Luo et al. (2018a) and Luo et al. (2018c), for
example, classified activity types by capturing spatial and temporal
information of a single worker. Luo et al. (2018b) furthermore presented
a method that recognizes construction activities by detecting multiple
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construction resources (e.g., workers, equipment, materials) and
analyzing their spatial relations (e.g., size, distance, etc.).
Regarding the safety management, Chi and Caldas (2012)
proposed an image-based safety assessment method for surface mining
activities. The method tracked locations of earthmoving equipment and
assessed spatial risks based on their movements (e.g., speed and
proximity) and safety rules (e.g., speed limit). In addition to the risk
assessment, Kim et al. (2016) applied fuzzy inferences to support rapid
risk-awareness of construction workers who are the major victim of
accidents. The vision-based analysis was also adapted for detecting
human’s unsafe behaviors. Han and Lee (2013) identified a list of critical
body postures and motions causing ergonomic injuries from accident
statistics and checklists. They developed a method that recognizes
workers’ unsafe postures and motions from stereo images. The method
in Ding et al. (2017) also detected unsafe behaviors of workers by using
convolutional neural networks and long short-term memory. Since
wearing personal protection equipment (PPE) is a major indicator for
understanding workers’ unsafe behaviors, Park et al. (2015) and Fang et
al. (2018b) presented an automated monitoring method that detects nonhardhat-wearing workers from surveillance cameras. Fang et al. (2018a)
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and Fang et al. (2018c) extended the prior works for monitoring various
PPE-wearing states such as safety harness and anchorage.
The abovementioned research focuses on a visual data analysis
towards semi-automation or automation of the operation-level visual
monitoring. However, most studies are based on an underlying
assumption: video/image data collected from actual construction jobsites
has acceptable and reliable quality to realize the benefits from computer
vision techniques (Seo et al. 2015a; Yang et al. 2015a). This infers that
the developed vision-based systems would be prone to errors if
occlusions or unclear camera’s field-of-view (FOV) occur. Due to such
issue, many researchers have claimed that a visual data collection –
camera placement – should be studied to enhance both the performance
of visual analytics and the practicality of automated jobsite visual
monitoring (Azar et al. 2013; Kim et al. 2018d; Seo et al. 2015a). The
proper camera placement can also benefit manual visual monitoring by
capturing useful data while reducing unnecessary data (e.g., heavilyoccluded view).
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A.2.2. Art Gallery Problems for Camera Placement and
Current Practice in Construction
The Art Gallery Problem (AGP) has been originated from the
challenges in determining the minimal number of guards and their
locations required to cover the interior of an art gallery (Hörster and
Lienhart 2006). Because the general camera placement problems are
closely similar to the AGP (Ahn et al. 2016; Hörster and Lienhart 2006),
AGP theorems and algorithms have been studied to find the optimal
camera placement in various domains.
In camera surveillance domain, the researchers have firstly
focused on maximizing fixed cameras’ coverage to monitor target objects
(e.g., human, vehicle) and unexpected events (e.g., crime, traffic accident)
in indoor and built environments (Hörster and Lienhart 2006; Morsly et
al. 2009; Murray et al. 2007). Omni-directional and Pan-Tilt-Zoom (PTZ)
cameras were also considered for coverage modeling and maximization
problems (Altahir et al. 2017; Gonzalez-Barbosa et al. 2009; Indu et al.
2009). Recently, the camera placement problems have been extended to
multi-objective optimization that not only maximizes cameras’ coverage
but also minimizes investment costs (Ahn et al. 2016; Altahir et al. 2017;
Zhao et al. 2013). In order to solve the defined problems with reasonable
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practical range of accuracy, researchers have also tested the applicability
of metaheuristic optimization algorithms to the camera placement
(Abdesselam and Baarir 2018; Aissaoui et al. 2017; Al-Hmouz and
Challa 2005). Building on the earlier works, the camera placement
optimization techniques were further leveraged for a series of domainspecific applications. For example, the camera placement problem was
reformulated for optimizing the performance of visual analytics (e.g.,
reconstruction and motion captures) (Olague and Mohr 2002; Rahimian
and Kearney 2017) and automated surveillance systems in urban areas
(Bodor et al. 2007; Szaloki et al. 2013). In the construction domain, as
the first step to address the AGP for the optimal camera placement, the
camera’s coverage was computationally modeled to understand and
evaluate the visibility of installed cameras. Chen et al. (2013) developed
a visualization technique for measuring the coverage of camera networks
in public building spaces. Based on the coverage visualization and
simulation, project stakeholders would perform better communications
and make proper decisions – camera placement planning. Albahri and
Hammad (2017a) proposed a method that calculates coverage of cameras
installed in buildings using Building Information Modeling (BIM). The
BIM-based coverage calculation method was then applied to the camera
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optimization problems in (Albahri and Hammad 2017b). The research
optimized the camera placement in indoor spaces using BIM-based
cameras’ coverage and cost calculation. In the optimization process, BIM
played a key role in automatically deriving installation conditions such
as geometrical constraints (e.g., ceiling) and operational constraints (e.g.,
vibration produced by facility components).
The previous research showed promising results in optimizing the
camera placement for monitoring indoor spaces and urban areas. Despite
such efforts, the authors’ extensive survey/interview implies that
construction practitioners still carry out the camera placement based on
their knowledge or experiences rather than systematic guidelines. It is
primarily because the existing camera placement methods are likely
limited to security/traffic monitoring purposes in relatively organized
environments (e.g., building/urban areas with power accessibility).
However, visual monitoring on outdoor construction jobsites have
unique characteristics with different operation-level monitoring purposes
and case-oriented camera placement conditions (e.g., power accessibility,
facilities, and work zones). Thus, it is still challenging to generalize the
optimal configurations of fixed cameras to be installed on complex
construction jobsites with minimized costs; for instance, actual coverage
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and/or total costs of installed cameras are likely different from project
managers’ expectation. To fill such knowledge gap, this paper proposes
a new systematic camera placement framework that incorporates
characteristics of complex construction jobsites for visual monitoring.

A.3. Research Framework
The research framework consists of three main parts. First, the
authors identify critical visual monitoring determinants, influencing
factors, and camera placement conditions for installing fixed cameras on
construction jobsites via expert interviews. Next, based on the interview
results, problem definition and mathematical modeling are performed to
reflect unique characteristics of given construction jobsites. Finally, the
hybrid simulation-optimization processes are carried out to solve the
defined problems. Details of each procedure are given in the following
sections.

A.3.1. Identification of Visual Monitoring Determinants,
Influencing Factors, and Camera Placement Conditions
To understand and identify practical characteristics of
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construction jobsites, the authors conducted the face-to-face and semistructured interviews. In particular, the research team performed the
expert interviews one-by-one until information saturation is observed in
the same manner with previous interview-driven studies including Biggs
et al. (2013) and Zhang et al. (2017). For the interviewee selection,
convenience sampling and snowball sampling methods were used
(Auerbach and Silverstein 2003). As a result, a total of 12 experts were
interviewed in accordance with their organization types (i.e.,
construction firms, camera installation firms, and research institutes),
position and duty, and professional experiences. Among the 12
interviewees, eight experts had experiences in installing cameras on
construction jobsites. In the case of construction experts, most of
interviewees were engaged in different project types (i.e., road
construction, new-town development, factory construction, office
building, and residential building) allowing to avoid sampling bias and
reflect various jobsite characteristics. Three of them had experiences in
constructing camera networks for jobsite monitoring purposes. Three
project managers and three assistant managers had worked in the
construction industry more than twenty and five years respectively. In
addition, total four of camera network designers and installation
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engineers were interviewed to identify camera-related issues in jobsites.
Since they had designed and installed cameras at least for 10 years and
all of them had experiences in installing cameras on construction jobsites,
it was expected to derive important issues for camera placement. Lastly,
the research team interviewed two visual data analysts. While the both
interviewees had experiences more than 5 years, they were from different
domains: construction jobsite monitoring and computer vision. The
jobsite monitoring expert had experiences in developing camera
networks on actual construction jobsites.
The interview results are summarized in Table A.1. There were
four major visual monitoring determinants: visual monitoring purposes,
visible coverage, total costs, and installable locations. Each determinant
could be explained with several influencing factors, and each influencing
factor is then subdivided into specific placement conditions of camera
network and jobsite. First, all interviewees mentioned that the
monitoring purposes should be clearly defined by construction managers
for planning camera placement on jobsites. According to six construction
experts, the visual monitoring purposes could be decomposed into two
main influencing factors: construction operations and on-site logistics.
They pointed out the construction operations as the primary monitoring
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purpose, and therefore jobsite camera networks are expected to cover
work zones. It is because long-sequence videos recorded from work
zones can provide project managers with operation-level information of
workers and equipment (e.g., hourly productivity). The on-site logistics
(i.e., material-flows) also raised attention from three experts due to its
significant impacts on activity planning and coordination. They
suggested two main coverage areas for monitoring the on-site logistics:
travel paths and storage yards. By interpreting videos from the two areas,
it is capable of identifying locations and quantities of materials
transported by workers or equipment (e.g., concrete and mixer trucks).
Second, visible coverage of installed cameras was selected as a key
determinant to evaluate the performance of camera networks for jobsite
visual monitoring. Especially, camera network designers and visual data
analysts clarified that the visible coverage is determined by two
influencing factors: total coverage with/without occlusions. The total
coverage without occlusions can be further subdivided into types and
number of cameras to be installed. In the meantime, all the interviewees
had consistent opinions that occlusions should be kindly considered. The
two visual data analysts and three construction managers highlighted
effects of static occlusions caused by facilities or long-term-standing
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equipment. This is because static occlusions could continually not only
decrease visual data quality but also bring negative impacts on visual
monitoring (e.g., the case that construction operations are invisible from
cameras in long-term). The participants also mentioned that it is needed
to kindly consider the negative effects of dynamic occlusions caused by
moving workers and equipment; however, they further pointed out that
the dynamic occlusions would be robustly addressed by post-processing
due to its relatively short durations. This finding encouraged the authors
to primarily focus on minimizing the negative effects of static occlusions.
In this context, locations and orientations of cameras should be welldecided considering major occlusion causes in jobsites such as facilities
(e.g., management offices) and long-term-standing equipment (e.g.,
tower crane).
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Table A.1 List of Visual monitoring determinants, influencing factors, and camera placement conditions on construction
jobsites.
Visual monitoring
determinant
Monitoring
purposes

Camera placement condition
Influencing factor
Construction operations
On-site logistics

Visible coverage

Total costs

Total coverage without
occlusions
Occlusions
Installation costs
Purchasing costs

Installable
locations

Description
Understanding operational performance
of workers and equipment
Identifying material-flows for activity
planning and coordination
Total coverage of installed cameras
without occlusion effects
A major cause in decreasing the visible
coverage and interrupting visual
monitoring tasks
Costs for installing cameras at certain
locations
Cost for purchasing cameras

Workflow disturbance

Physical intervention in construction
operations and on-site logistics

Power accessibility

Availability to activate cameras
continuously
Availability to transfer and save visual
data in storage

Data transmissibility
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Camera network
condition

Jobsite condition
Work zones
Travel paths
Storage yards

Number of cameras
Camera types
Camera locations
Camera orientations
Number of cameras
Camera locations
Camera types
Number of cameras
Camera locations

Camera locations
Camera locations

Facilities
Long-term-standing
equipment
Facilities

Semi-permanent facilities
Permanent facilities
Work zones
Travel paths
Storage yards
Temporary facilities
Locations of power
suppliers
Transmitter locations

Third, total costs for jobsite camera networks was mainly
discussed by industry experts. Obviously, all the construction experts had
expectations to install cameras with the minimized total costs less than
limited budgets. The total costs are composed of installation cost and
purchasing cost of cameras. The camera installation engineers described
that the installation fees are derived with two camera network conditions:
number of installations (i.e., cameras) and camera locations. It was
notable that the installation fees can increase when additional apparatus
(e.g., brackets, supports, power generators) or labor input are required to
install cameras; reversely, it can be avoided or reduced if possible to
easily installing cameras at facilities without extra apparatus. Last,
construction experts and camera experts regarded installable locations of
cameras as an important visual monitoring determinant. All the
construction experts asserted that installed cameras should not disturb
construction workflows: for example, activities of workers and
equipment in work zones, movements in travel paths, and material
loading in storage yard. In this regard, they further suggested boundaries
of semi-permanent or permanent facilities (e.g., fences, long-term
standing equipment, management offices) as installable locations. They
also assigned work zones, travel paths, storage yards, and temporary
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facilities (e.g., temporary supports to be transported or assembled shortly)
to non-installable locations. Technical factors such as power accessibility
and data transmissibility were also considered by camera installation
firms. The two influencing factors can be explained with locations of
cameras, power suppliers, and transmitters.
Through the extensive interview, the authors were capable of
understanding important visual monitoring determinants, influencing
factors, and camera placement conditions on construction jobsites as
summarized in Table A.1 Based on the findings, the research team
performed the problem definition and mathematical modeling for camera
placement optimization in the next section.

A.3.2. Problem Definition and Mathematical Modeling
The goal of this paper is to determine optimal number, types,
locations, and orientations of fixed cameras that maximize visible
coverages and minimize total costs of camera network, given jobsitespecific constraints (e.g., limited budgets, installable locations). In this
sense, there is a need for formulating and addressing a multi-objective
optimization problem for maximizing visible coverages and minimizing
total costs under given jobsite constraints. The coverage of fixed cameras
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without occlusions can be modeled depending on its visible distance and
angle of view (i.e., camera types) as illustrated in Figure A.1. For the
spatial modeling of given jobsites, three-dimensional aspects (i.e., width,
length, and height) of jobsite components (e.g., facilities, structures) are
represented in grid maps with n rows and m columns along with height
information. The size of each grid was set as 1 m × 1 m, considering the
surveillance

cameras’

dimension

with

space

buffer

(AXIS

Communication 2017) and based on the experts’ suggestions.

Figure A.1 Camera coverage modeling.

In order to address the defined problem, the mathematical
modeling was performed as follows. There are two objective functions
(Eq. A.1-2). Eq. A.1 is the first objective function that aims to maximize
the total weighted visible coverages of all cameras. By involving the
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spatial-contextual importance of each cell

, it enables to find

camera configurations that cover target monitoring areas (e.g., work
zones, travel paths) with limited number of cameras. The idea is that
project managers can discriminatively focus on target areas (e.g.,
dangerous zones) with higher weights, and then gather visual data for
specific monitoring purposes (e.g., safety monitoring). The second
objective function (Eq. A.2) is formulated to minimize the total costs of
camera network which involve the purchasing costs and the installation
costs. The formulated multi-objective problem is constrained with the Eq.
A.3-7. The first constraint (Eq. A.3) means that the total costs should be
less than the limited budgets. The purchasing costs can be calculated by
multiplying unit price and number of cameras. For the installation costs,
it is accumulated with cost

if a camera is located a cell ( , ) .

Camera installation engineers would assign the installation cost for each
cell depending on need for additional apparatus or labor input. The
second constraint (Eq. A.4) indicates that the total weighted coverages
of installed cameras should be larger than certain weighted coverages;
this constraint secures the minimum monitoring performance. Eq. A.5
represents that all cameras should be located at the installable locations.
The installable locations are determined by three jobsite conditions:
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facility boundaries
transmissibility

, power accessibility

, and data

. If at least one of jobsite conditions is not met (i.e.,

if one of three variables is zero), camera installation is not available. To
ensure that only one camera is located at each cell, it is necessary to
include Eq. A.6. Lower/upper bound constraints of locations and
orientations are expressed in Eq. A.7.

Objective function 1: to maximize the total weighted visible coverages
∑ ∑ ∑

∗

∗

Eq. (A.1)

Objective function 2: to minimize the total costs of camera network
∗∑ ∑ ∑

+∑ ∑ ∑

Subject to:

∗∑ ∑ ∑

∑ ∑ ∑
∑
∑

≤

≤1

∗

∗

+∑ ∑ ∑

1 ≤ ≤ ,1 ≤ ≤

∗

∗

∀,

∗

≥

∀,

∗

Eq. (A.2)

≤

Eq. (A.3)

∗∑ ∑

at a cell ( , ) with orientation

Eq. (A.5)
Eq. (A.6)

, 0 ≤ θ ≤ 360

where the binary variable

Eq. (A.4)

Eq. (A.7)

represents whether a camera is located
;

indicates whether a cell

( , ) is covered by a camera, which has an orientation
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and is

located at ( , ) ;

means the spatial-contextual weight of a cell

( , ); UP is a constant variable for unit price of each camera;

is a cost

variable, which is required to install a camera at a cell ( , ); CR is a
fixed variable for minimum coverage ratio of camera network. The
installable locations, binary variables, of

,

, and

denote

whether a cell ( , ) is included within facility boundaries and effective
areas of power accessibility and data transmissibility.

In the defined problem and mathematical modeling, as a proof-ofconcept in this paper, a camera type is fixed (i.e., a camera network is
composed of single type of cameras) due to the following practical issues.
According to the expert interviews, it was observed that construction
practitioners prefer to be provided with several network design
alternatives of each camera type, rather than only one optimal solution
with a mixture of camera types. The experts from camera installation
firms also referred that it is more common to install a sole type of
cameras with same visible distance and angle of view for monitoring
purposes. It is worth mentioning, however, that the optimization can be
carried out for various camera types, and therefore project managers can
compare multiple network design alternatives of each camera type. The
next section explains a hybrid simulation-optimization procedure of the
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defined problem and mathematical modeling.

A.3.3. Hybrid Simulation-Optimization of Camera
Placement on Construction Jobsites
Basically, the camera placement problem is known to be nondeterministic polynomial time hard (NP-hard problem) (Cole and Sharir
1989; O’Rourke and Joseph 1987) which has high dimensionality of the
search space and nonlinearity between decision variables, objective
functions, and constraints (Aissaoui et al. 2017). This infers that simple
iterative search algorithms will most likely have difficulties in finding
the optimal solution (Morsly et al. 2009). For these reasons, researchers
have attempted to study a number of metaheuristic optimization
algorithms to address camera placement problems (Indu et al. 2009;
Morsly et al. 2009; Zhao et al. 2013). Among those metaheuristic
algorithms, this research builds upon genetic algorithm (GA) for
addressing the problems defined due to the following benefits. GA can
find near global optimum trade-offs between multi-objectives since it has
a tendency not to be stuck at a local optimum (Bandyopadhyay and Pal
2007). This nature further enables to effectively manage the high
dimensionality and nonlinearity of NP-hard problems (Al-Hmouz and
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Challa 2005). The applicability of GA has been also extensively
validated to address NP-hard problems including the camera placement
optimization (Abo-Zahhad et al. 2014).
In particular, the authors integrated camera placement simulation
into GA optimization in order to evaluate the objective functions with
suggested camera configurations; in this paper, it is called a hybrid
simulation-optimization process. Figure A.2 shows a hybrid simulationoptimization process composed of jobsite modeling, camera placement
simulation, and semantic-cost GA optimization. The jobsite modeling is
performed to encode jobsite-specific conditions (e.g., work zones, travel
paths, and facilities) to computer-understandable representations. Total
three different jobsite maps are generated: site-layout, spatial-contextual
weight, and installation cost. Once all the encoded data (i.e., jobsite maps)
is derived, camera configurations (i.e., number, locations, and
orientations of cameras) are randomly initialized based on installable
locations of the given site-layout map (i.e., boundaries of facilities);
however, project managers can also initialize a set of potential camera
configurations as they want. Such initial information is fed into the
camera placement simulation, and then the performance of camera
network designs is quantitatively evaluated through the coverage
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modeling, visibility analysis, and installation cost calculation. Based on
the simulation results, fitness functions are evaluated whether it satisfies
the terminal conditions or not. If satisfied, the optimization procedure is
ended; if not, the semantic-cost GA optimization, reproduction of camera
configurations, and camera placement simulation processes are
iteratively conducted. More details on each process are given in the
following subsections.

Figure A.2 Overview of hybrid simulation-optimization process
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Jobsite Modeling
Figure A.3 illustrates examples of jobsite modeling for sitelayout, spatial-contextual weight, and installation cost. First, the sitelayout map is derived from actual site-layouts (e.g., drawings or top-view
images) that involve locations and dimensions of jobsite components
(e.g., facilities, work zones). Here, different numeric values are assigned
to each element or region (e.g., facilities, work zones, travel paths, and
storage yards). For that purpose, cell-based user-friendly software such
as Microsoft Excel can be used. Once the site-layout map is created,
occlusion causes (e.g., facilities), installable locations (e.g., boundaries
of facilities), and target monitoring areas (e.g., work zones, travel paths)
are automatically identified using image processing algorithms such as
edge detection. In addition, to consider the height of camera placement
in some cases, the proposed method assigns numeric values that indicate
the height of each location into cells of occlusion causes and camerainstallable locations; the occlusion cells are then activated when their
height values are larger than the value of camera-installable locations and
vice versa. Next, the weight map represents the spatial-contextual
importance of each cell, and is used to calculate the first objective
function: the total weighted visible coverages. The spatial-contextual
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weights are allocated with user-guided probability distributions. When
users designate certain points of interest (e.g., work zones, travel paths)
depending on their monitoring purposes (e.g., operation/on-site logistic
management), the weights of surrounding points are determined based
on bivariate probability distribution (distance from the points of
interests). This user-guided probability distribution enables to represent
continuous natures of work spaces and operational contexts on
construction jobsites. It means spatial-contextual importance of jobsite
areas would decrease gradually as the distance from the points of
interests increases; for example, the closer to the center of work zones,
the more construction resources which are operation-level monitoring
targets may exist or operate. The weighting method also allows camera
networks to specialize in site managers’ monitoring purposes by
allocating higher importance values to target areas. Lastly, the
installation cost map literally denotes costs for installing a camera at each
cell. It is determined whether additional apparatus and labor input are
needed or not.
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Figure A.3 Examples of jobsite modeling. (a) Actual site-layout. (b) Sitelayout map. (c) Spatial-contextual weight map. (d) Installation cost map.

Following to the jobsite modeling, the initialization of camera
placement proceeds based on the installable locations in the site-layout
map. Uniform distribution-based random sampling is used to produce
initial number, locations, and orientations of cameras such that they
satisfy the given constraints (e.g., less than budgets). By randomly
generating a set of camera configurations, it is expected to decrease the
possibilities to generate biased initial conditions and to be stuck at a local
optimum.
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Camera Placement Simulation
The camera placement simulation plays a major role in
quantifying the performance of given camera configurations. The
simulation process includes the coverage modeling, visibility analysis,
and installation cost calculation (Figure A.2). The coverage modeling
computes camera coverages without occlusions based on visible distance
and angle of view of each camera type. This study is built upon a sectorial
representation for the camera coverage as shown in Figure A.1. Next, the
visibility analysis is performed to examine occlusion effects (see Figure
A.4). It is noted that the visibility relies on the line-of-sight from the
camera viewpoint to the coverage points (i.e., cells within the camera
coverage). Since all points in the same line-of-sight should have an equal
rotation angle (α or β) with respect to the center point of the camera

location, the line-of-sights can be extracted after computing rotation
angles of all coverage cells. In the extracted line-of-sight, it is confirmed
whether occlusion causes are included or not. If included, the cells
behind the occlusion causes (i.e., cells farther than the occlusion points
from cameras) are determined as ‘invisible’ points. For the opposite case,
all cells in the batch are allocated as ‘visible’ coverage. During this
process, occlusion causes are primarily activated or not by comparing
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with the height values of camera locations. The whole processes are
repeated for every line-of-sights and cameras. At the end, the simulation
can obtain the visible coverages of given camera placement. In the case
of the installation costs, it can be calculated with the locations of cameras
and installation cost map. Eventually, the results are fed into the
semantic-cost GA optimization for evaluating the fitness function and
producing better camera network designs.

Figure A.4 Concept of visibility analysis and camera placement
simulation. (a) Camera coverage before visibility analysis. (b) Camera
coverage after visibility analysis.
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Semantic-cost GA Optimization
The semantic-cost GA optimization procedure is to find better
camera network designs by evaluating the performance of prior
conditions based on the jobsite semantic coverages (i.e., visible
coverages calculated on the spatial-contextual weight map) and total
costs, and performing the population evolutions iteratively. In this paper,
a chromosome indicates configurations of a camera network (i.e., single
alternative for camera network design); population means a group of
individual chromosomes at a certain generation (i.e., a set of camera
network designs). The performance evaluation calculates the fitness
values of each chromosome based on the results of camera placement
simulation. The total weighted visible coverages are computed with the
spatial-contextual weight map and the obtained visible cells (Eq. A.1). It
is also possible to calculate the total costs with the purchasing costs and
installation costs given from the camera placement simulation (Eq. A.2).
After the performance evaluation, the following two terminal conditions,
which are derived in the heuristics experiments, are confirmed. When the
best fitness values are being constant during 50 generations, it can be
interpreted that the GA finally found the global optimum; then, the whole
optimization procedure is stopped. The other terminal condition is if the
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total generations are greater than 100. For all iterations that the terminal
conditions are not met, the population evolution proceeds as follows.
The population evolution is carried out with the selection,
crossover, and mutation (see Figure A.5). The selection step chooses a
subset of chromosomes with higher fitness values from the prior
population (i.e., a set of chromosomes at the previous iteration). This
research builds on the stochastic uniform selection method. It allocates
probability values for each chromosome proportional to its performance
(fitness values), and then stochastically select a part of population based
on the assigned selective probability. This selection method enables not
only to inherit elite chromosomes at a certain generation (i.e., elite
protection) but also to maintain the possibility of escaping out from a
local optimum. Next, 5% of the selected chromosomes remain to secure
the best solutions of each population, and the other 95% proceeds to the
crossover and mutation. Among the 95%, 80% and 20% of chromosomes
were further split into the crossover and mutation respectively; the
mutation

process

additionally

proceeds

for

the

non-inherited

chromosomes in the selection step in order to maintain the fixed
population size. The crossover algorithm in this paper is partially based
on the scattered method in (Spall et al. 2003). In particular, this study
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customized it to prevent non-meaningful crossover between irrelevant
attributes; for instance, numeric values of location are not transitioned to
orientation and vice versa. In the case of the mutation, the authors
integrated the adaptive feasible method (Foster 2000) and the uniform
distribution-based random sampling. It is because the method from
Foster (2000) can promote the last successful mutation (i.e., step length
and direction) and the random sampling has an ability to discover
potential elite chromosomes. The processes of population evolution are
repeated until the aforementioned terminal conditions are satisfied.
For the detailed explanation of the semantic-cost GA processes,
the following example is given as shown in Figure A.5. Each
chromosome consists of type, number, locations, and orientations of
cameras. A camera type

should be primarily fixed because it is

assumed that a camera network consists of a single type of cameras as
described in the problem definition and mathematical modeling. Then,
the number of cameras

is determined, and a single chromosome is

constructed with additional genes of locations ( , ) and orientation

for each camera – the total length of a chromosome can be represented
as 2 +

× 3. Once all the chromosomes are generated, it is ready to

calculate their selective probabilities according to the fitness values and
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choose a part of chromosomes based on the assigned probabilities (e.g.,
chromosome 2, 3, 4, and 5 in this example). Next, the chromosome 4
remains for the elite protection and the other chromosomes are fed into
the crossover and mutation; the locations and orientations of
chromosome 2 and 3 are crossovered and all the genes in the
chromosome 5 are mutated. This evolution processes are repeated until
the terminal conditions are satisfied. The defined problem can be
additionally constrained based on jobsite-specific conditions. In this
paper, two additional constraints (Eq. A.8 and A.9) are considered in
relevant to genes of the number and orientations of cameras. Eq. A.8
indicates that the number of cameras is a positive integer value below the
specific threshold

– which is reasonably estimated maximum number

of cameras to be installed on a given construction jobsite. This constraint
enables not to test the highly irrational cases; for instance, total 20
cameras are required for covering a small construction site of size 5 m
× 5 m. Eq. A.9 indicates that the camera orientation is set as a multiple
of 5 from 0 to 360 degrees – total 73 variables. With the two additional

conditions, it is possible to significantly reduce the search space while
maintaining the acceptable level of optimization accuracy in the authors’
heuristic experiments. Finally, the total combinations of the search space
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for a specific camera type can be represented as Eq. A.10.
1≤
∑

≤

Eq. (A.8)

( , 5) = 0
73 ∙

Eq. (A.9)
∙ !

Eq. (A.10)

where the positive integer variable
installed;

is the number of cameras to be

represents reasonably estimated maximum number of

cameras required to fully cover the whole construction site;
the camera orientation;

indicates

means the total number of installable

locations in a given construction site.
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Figure A.5 Concept of semantic-cost genetic algorithm built on the proposed framework.
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A.4. Case Study
To evaluate the proposed framework, the case study on an actual
construction project was examined. For the case study, total three
analyses were conducted. First, the total weighted visible coverages were
comparatively analyzed between existing camera networks and
suggested optimal solutions with the same type and number of cameras.
Thereby, the authors aim to confirm the applicability and practicality of
the proposed framework in finding optimal camera placement on actual
construction jobsites. Second, the research team attempted to find nearglobal optimums (i.e., Pareto solutions) of camera configurations (i.e.,
types, number, locations, and orientations) to produce multiple network
design alternatives. Last, based on the Pareto solutions, coverage-cost
trade-off analysis was performed to understand the nonlinear relationship
between visible coverages and total costs.
Figure A.3(a) illustrates the actual site-layout of the construction
jobsite where the case study was carried out. The construction project
had proceeded to extend an existing building and construct two new
buildings presented as ‘structures’ in Figure A.3(a) at Seoul National
University, Seoul, South Korea. The jobsite scale was 70 m × 30 m, and
three fixed cameras (visible distance: 32 m, angle of view: 60°) were
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installed at different streetlights for construction operations/on-site
logistics monitoring. The total costs were $2,100 ($600 for installation
and $1,500 for purchasing) and the project manager had a willingness to
pay the maximal $3,000 only if camera network covers more than the
half of target monitoring areas (including work zones, travel paths, and
storage yard). Regarding installable locations, surveillance cameras
could be located at every jobsite boundary except the existing building
and two structures which had been being extended due to the technical
challenges of power accessibility and data transmissibility. The spatialcontextual weights for each target monitoring area were assigned with
the bivariate Gaussian distribution.
First, this research compared the performance of the existing
camera networks with the suggested solutions. Figure A.6(a) shows the
locations and orientations of existing cameras and their visible coverages.
The total weighted visible coverage rate (WVCR), which means the
actual obtained spatial-contextual weights divided by the total obtainable
weights (Eq. A.11), was 44.5%. Whereas, Figure A.6(b) displays the
visible coverages of the suggested camera placement and the obtained
WVCR was 77.8%. Such performance gain would be explained based
on jobsite-specific conditions. According to the project managers and
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camera network designers who had performed the camera placement on
the given jobsite, the cameras were installed at streetlights for the
purpose of minimizing the installation costs (Figure A.6(c)); it is because
the existing streetlights on jobsites could reduce installation costs for
additional apparatus and labor input. Despite the cost-saving intentions,
it was confident that the camera 2 in the existing network had a large
amount of overlapping areas with the other two cameras and yielded few
contributions to the performance gain in WVCR (see Figure A.6(a)). It
was observed that only 1.3% of WVCR was decreased when the camera
2 was removed from the existing placement. It could be interpreted that
the practitioners including project managers and camera designers had
experienced difficulties in predicting the occlusion and overlapping
effects, and estimating the total coverages before installing cameras on
actual jobsites. It is in line with the results of our expert interviews and
findings of the previous study (Pålsson and Ståhl 2008) – actual
coverages of installed cameras would be different from human
expectation.

=

∑ ∑ ∑

Eq. (A.11)

∑ ∑
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Figure A.6 Visible coverage of installed cameras and jobsite conditions. (a) Existing camera network. (b) Suggested camera
network. (c) Camera installed at streetlight and examples of collected image.
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Second, this study leveraged Pareto solutions to provide project
managers with multiple alternatives of camera placement. Total three
types of cameras were used as illustrated in Figure A.1. Visible distances
and angle of views for each camera type were computed based on the
official AXIS lens calculator (AXIS Communication 2018) and minimal
image-resolution (32 pixels per meter) for recognizing construction
workers (Olshausen et al. 1993). The graph of Figure A.7 illustrates
Pareto solutions of each camera type. This coverage-cost graph shows
that, in case of the budgets less than $2,500, Pareto solutions of camera
type A tends to be dominant against the other types B and C, and the
lowest WVCR was observed mainly from the type B. This tendency can
be further explained with the camera placement simulation results. In
Figure A.7(a-c), the authors observed that the coverage shape of camera
type A (long visible distance and small angle of view) is the most
geometrically fitted to cover cells with higher spatial-contextual weights
– work zones on the given jobsite. However, such superiority varies with
the budget growth from $1,500 to $3,100 (see Figure A.7). WVCR of
camera type B becomes greater than type C’s at $2,300 and it finally
outperforms the other camera types at $3,100. Based on the simulation
results (Figure A.8), it can be intuitively recognized that the performance
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gain (increase in visible coverage) of camera type B was more noticeable
compared to type A and C with the budgets increase from $1,500 to
$3,100. In particular, when the budgets increase from $2,300 to $3,100,
it was obvious where an additional camera (fourth camera) should be
installed to maximize visible coverage gain for camera type B; whereas,
it looks complicated in case of camera type A and C. The optimization
results shown in Figure A.8 are consistent with our understanding as
follows. In the second and third column of Figure A.8, it can be observed
that the type B’s camera placements at $2,300 and $3,100 are very similar,
which means the locations and orientations of previous three cameras at
$2,300 did not change remarkably; on the contrary, the camera
placements of type A and C definitely differs between $2,300 and $3,100.
The experimental results validate that the proposed framework has the
capability to robustly produce various camera network designs with
different number, types, locations, and orientations.
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Figure A.7 Graph for Pareto solutions of each camera type and simulation results for single camera of each camera type.
(a) Type A. (b) Type B. (c) Type C.
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Figure A.8 Example results of suggested camera placement for each camera type and number.
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Last, coverage-cost trade-off analysis was performed to
understand

nonlinear

relationship

between

visual

monitoring

performance (i.e., WVCR) and investment expenses (i.e., total costs).
Figure A.9 shows the maximal and marginal WVCR and Figure A.10
displays the simulation results of best solutions suggested by the
proposed framework at specified budget constraints. When project
managers decide to install a single camera, it is recommended to locate
the camera type A with Solution 1. As can be seen in Figure A.10,
Solution 1 can cover most of work zones and parts of travel paths with
total 47.7% of WVCR. If required to monitor over than 50% of work
zones, travel paths, and storage yards with the minimal budgets (as the
real project manager mentioned), Solution 2 would be preferred.
Solution 2 provides not only adequate 67.2% of WVCR but also the peak
marginal WVCR with 19.5% per a camera. Solution 3 also has a
significant marginal WVCR of 15.4% and even brings over than 80% of
WVCR (Figure A.9). Due to its reasonably acceptable performance, the
project manager would consider Solution 3 as the best solution although
Solution 2 satisfies all the primary constraints: over than 50% of WVCR
within budgets less than $3,000. This improvement tendency continues
until the total costs reach $3,100, and WVCR increases up to 94.6% with
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Solution 4. On the other hand, in order to monitor all the target areas
(approximately 100% of WVCR), it was observed that at least six
cameras are needed and 99.2% of WVCR can be obtained with Solution
6. Based on the cost-coverage trade-off analysis, project managers can
properly select a solution that satisfies the specific priorities and/or
constraints (e.g., budgets, monitoring performance). For instance, project
managers would select (1) the least total costs that can be achieved within
the specified performance for visual monitoring (Solution 2) and/or (2)
the maximum monitoring performance that complies with constrained
budgets (Solution 3). Additionally, only with the $100 increase of
budgets, Solution 4 would be the good selection which covers most of
target monitoring areas with 94.6% of WVCR. Through the proposed
framework, such cost-benefit (coverage-cost) trade-off analysis with the
quantitative information can help project managers to make reasonable
decisions in relevant to the camera placement on construction jobsites.
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Figure A.9 Coverage-cost trade-off analysis.
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Figure A.10 Results of camera placement simulation of best solutions.
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A.5. Discussions and Conclusions
For

the

purpose

of

operation-level

visual

monitoring,

construction practitioners install surveillance cameras on construction
jobsites. However, they often encounter difficulties in planning proper
camera placement and the absence of systematic guidelines makes the
challenges to be more crucial and severe. To address such challenges,
this paper proposed a new systematic camera placement framework that
incorporates various unique characteristics of construction jobsites. To
achieve this, the research team first identified visual monitoring
determinants, influencing factors, and camera placement conditions to
be considered via extensive expert interviews. Next, based on the expert
interviews, the authors performed problem definition and mathematical
modeling for camera placement optimization. Last, a new hybrid
simulation-optimization process composed of jobsite modeling, camera
placement simulation, and semantic-cost genetic algorithm was
developed. To validate the proposed framework, the case study was
carried out under the jobsite conditions of an actual construction project.
The results of the case study showed that the framework has the potential
to (1) improve visible coverage for target monitoring areas compared to
existing camera networks with the same type and number of cameras, (2)
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provide construction practitioners with multiple camera network design
alternatives by finding Pareto solutions, (3) enhance understanding of
trade-off between cameras’ visible coverages and total costs, (4) quantify
the performance of visual monitoring (WVCR) with total costs required,
and finally (5) support cost-benefit analysis and decision-makings for
camera placement on complex construction jobsites. In particular, to
reflect a wide range of visual monitoring purposes, this study assigned
the spatial-contextual weights to each cell of target monitoring areas. The
distributed weights could help the semantic-cost GA optimization to find
camera configurations which cover important spaces with higher spatialcontextual values and provide camera placement specialized in project
managers’ priorities. Figure A.11 displays the visible coverage of
optimized camera placement without the weighting method, which
means all the cells in the jobsite have the equal spatial-contextual
weights. The results indicate that the surveillance cameras would most
likely cover a large amount of dead zone without the weighting methods.
As camera experts and visual data analysts pointed out during the
interview, the occlusion effects were also incorporated via the camera
placement simulation. The three main simulation processes (coverage
modeling, visibility analysis, and installation cost calculation) could
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quantify the actual visible coverages and installation costs of suggested
camera configurations in the optimization procedures. With the benefits
of the proposed framework, construction practitioners can plan proper
camera placement, collect adequate visual data, and perform manual
monitoring tasks more effectively. Even though there have been several
prior works on automated visual monitoring systems in construction,
visual data collected from actual construction jobsites should have high
quality enough to realize the benefits from computer vision techniques.
It is believed that the proposed framework can provide proper camera
network designs satisfying such underlying assumption by addressing
practical challenges for installing cameras on jobsites (e.g., installable
locations) and reducing negative effects to data analysis tasks (e.g.,
unclear Field-of-View, heavily-occluded views). Thus, this research has
the potential to contribute the automation or semi-automation of
operation-level visual monitoring.
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Figure A.11 Examples of optimization results without
spatial-contextual weighting.

Several open research challenges remain to be addressed. For
instance, the authors observed that inevitable optimization errors
occurred in Solution 5 (five cameras of type B). The marginal WVCR
increased at $4,600 (Figure A.9) and it may be thought that the semanticcost GA optimization was stuck at a local optimum for Solution 5. This
observation is inconsistent with common sense that the marginal WVCR
should decrease as the number of cameras increases; it is because
cameras should be primarily installed at the best locations and
orientations that provides the highest marginal WVCR during the
optimization procedures. Nonetheless, Solution 5 still provide high
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performance with 94.7% of WVCR and the negligible errors would be
easily corrected by project managers based on the visualized camera
placement simulation (Figure A.10). Although the observed errors
usually occur in general NP-hard optimization problems (Ahn et al.
2016), future studies can focus on investigating algorithmic
enhancement (e.g., parameter tuning) not to be stuck at a local optimum.
On the other hand, the current semi-automated jobsite modeling involves
a manual process by project managers. The spatial modeling process has
the potential to be fully automated by extracting site-layout information
(e.g., regions of work zones and site facilities) through the integration
with geographical information systems (GIS) or UAV-based aerial image
analysis. In addition to the technical aspects, the proposed framework
can be applied to diverse construction projects involving various unique
jobsite conditions. It is then available to identify and incorporate more
various elements in the camera placement framework. As a step toward
to the (semi) automation of operation-level monitoring, the proposed
framework can be extended to optimization problems for maximizing the
performance of visual data analysis (e.g., construction equipment
detection) in the future.
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